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INTRODUCTION
We need not only to describe what we already know. But how to go beyond
this framework? Do you have a word to describe something unknown?
Science, through the analysis of test elements of reality, constantly
multiplies a new concept. Neologisms, specific to each language area, a feature
which has become accustomed. But the point something that goes beyond scientific
analysis, to reach a general, abstract reflection of the emerging ideas in someone's
head, which has no precedent. Even if an individual thinker, able to call them what
to do, to make clear to others?
Philosophy is full of such attempts. If they are confirmed in the pragmatic
practitioners of effective, the theory becomes more understandable. What if this
does not happen? Then remains in the shadow of oblivion, resulting thoughts
carefully puts on the shelf somewhere, summarizes, and sometimes return to them
again, patiently waiting.
Specific science evolve in ever new directions. Luxuriantly bear fruit and do
not allow ordinary neutrality of what Not know ? Some early ideas become
obsolete, changing the language of description.
For the history of philosophy, which does not mix anything in time, there is
no such dilemma. But what say Aristotle, Aquinas and Kant had lived today, and
have current knowledge? It is not a simple comparison, this is written before the
current present. What would they say as thinkers, and for us now? Is ruthern earlier
views, or to immediately threw them into the dustbin? Lacks a clear possibility of a
continuation of earlier ways of thinking. Inability is increasing, the more thinking
is going in different directions from the past and the more the changed language or
a description. It becomes necessary to reduce the reflection predecessors, the major
simplification, or ignore, and the transition to his specific argument ? So what do
successive philosophers.
One of the most valuable human skills is the ability to run their imagination.
Understood as the ability to reflect reality provides enormous creative possibilities.
First of all, allows you to manipulate elements of reality. One can imagine any
thing, and manipulate it, such as spoons can fly, and even building a huge lie
upside down. You can suspend operation of the laws of nature, rather than to attract
the mass may start to push back. For the imagination, such manipulations are
allowed. Manipulating you can create a new reality.
Reading books, watching films or works of art, do not always realize that
what we see are products of human imagination. Although the production of a

viable product, however, are an expression of what previously happened only in the
creator's head. Are we aware of it or not, the imagination is in a continuous manner
we used. So let's consider what it is and how far we can trust it.
If we think about anything, run the imagination. Everything we learn is also
a associated with it. But the use of it is always the same? Whether it is consistent,
always acting the same function? Let us try to find circumstances that cause the
imagination begins to work differently. When govern its other rights, depending on
the relevant factors. Search for these factors.
In addition to the existing world-made only in our heads, Real World is,
after all, our environment and ourselves, and the World Wildlife created by man.
We are also next to other people. We see it all, we perceive the various senses, it
affects us. Clearly distinguish the real world (for certain: the illusion of objectivity)
from the world of the subjective (or perceived only as a more subjective).
How to start the imagination depends on whether we are moving the items
that we know of reality (the illusion of objectivity), or not. When we manipulate
the elements that we know, our imagination is concrete. May not be consistent with
what we know (for example, the apparent curvature of a stick in water), but always,
all the elements of the image created in the mind are known to us.
And if we think in this way, there would be trouble. However, we have a
problem, because our imagination has long since escaped from the secure
courtyard. Homo sapiens tore his thinking from the real world. Thoughts wandered
to a completely unknown lands. Created imagination. He began to make themselves
something that had never seen, and even if they never see, to believe that this
creature of his imagination, really exists. Curiosity stemmed initially from a
reflection on birth and death. What is more, and what it was before, what happens
before you born and, once we die. Answers to these questions require a departure
from imagining only known to us the real world. It was necessary to imagine
something that can not be seen. And so was the transition to the World of Souls,
Beings in this world, the rights to govern there, and the interaction of that and ours.
As we can see, the imagination works differently when we think about the elements
of the well-known fact, and quite differently when we think about something that
nobody has ever seen, did not suffer, we do not know. Let's call this one the first
real imagination, and the second, speculative imagination.
There is the first. Based on the so-called designat such things occurring in
the real world, unlike forms of expression by the people, for example, the concepts,
or words or writing on some medium or other expressions such as gestures or mime
alphabet for the deaf. We can use it generally for two purposes:
1. to understand better the world around us, the law governing it, all occurring in
the elements, use them in practice, enjoy them - let's call it scientific,

2. in order to manipulate the intellectual, emotional, and emotional impact on
people through:
-to exert a constructive influence on the psyche of other people, such as
acquisition of cultural, subordinating the other constructive purposes, etc. - we call
it imagination suggestive,
conscious or unconscious cause destruction, for example, by absurdity,
-nonsense, humbug, jumble of thoughts and arguments, etc. -- it is a dark
imagination.
If we now see speculative imagination, imagination is different from the
real, its role is not clear. Recalls an expedition into the unknown, look around at the
situation, going to reconnoitre. You can find the number of potential alternatives
that might acquire the characteristics of the scientific imagination. Speculative
imagination retains full autonomy, which is constantly penetrating the still growing
area of everything that is not directly accessible to us.
Each of these types of imagination are acquired by different rules. The
scientific subject of scientific methodology. Depending on whether they are or
social sciences, the methodology is somewhat different. Suggestive based on
artistic and aesthetic abilities. Dark for incompetence, unhealthy ambitions,
complexes, mental illness. The first allows a real impact on things and people in an
orderly manner, possible to forward the next generation and further improve and
progress. Determines the economic and social development. Vivid imagination and
the dark can contribute to, on the one hand, great experience, or on the other hand,
to misunderstanding, confusion, immersed in a negative mental states or illness.
Imagination they share a common trait, manipulate designat but in a way that is not
scientific, not a methodology recognized by science. Also use the rules, such as
aesthetics, harmony, and the other, but do not act directly on the level of material
life, appear beside him. The scientific imagination is verifiable and subjected to
criticism. It builds a kind of wall, depending on, creates a strong structure gives the
products of virtually smooth. It allows you to communicate with various
representatives of science, is disciplined terminologically. Allows you to interact,
complement the gaps identified by their predecessors. Manipulating designata is
there only for a specific purpose. If there is no scientific justification, it shall be
considered as a waste of time, the action unjustified and unnecessary.
Vivid imagination designata manipulates in order to influence the people
(their feelings and emotions). Manifest both in the works, literature, arts, live
coverage talking word eg, in the customs and habits, and radio programs in the
media (movies, Electronics and derivatives), the ethical and legal standards, as well
as other classified or unnamed here forms. It is extremely rich. Developed over
millennia, rooted in the concept of civilization and humanity, is an attribute that
everything associated with the cultural heritage. There is no way to grasp it, is like

the ocean, you can only travel on designated routes. Knowable by individuals,
ambiguous, multi-dimensional, variable and unbridled. Its authors are admired by
others. Often associated with the glory lasts for ever.
Imagination is a pervasive dark, there is no clear form, structure, names of
individual products. Does not apply to certain groups of people, nation, race or
creed. It is unpredictable force, which occurs commonly. Produces the type of
pressure that accompanies us constantly. Her feeling is guaranteed, as the presence
of gravity in the universe. Coexists with us every day. Bursts often unexpectedly.
Perhaps over the centuries remain indistinguishable, as micro-organisms in the
form of spores. Threatening and dangerous, lurking in a formless mass. Lies in the
recesses of our minds, sometimes explicit, if a person affected by it shall be filed
with certain ailments to a doctor or psychologist. In a healthy body is the
identification of errors or inaccuracies with pain, loss of something or someone,
qualities, culture, living, education carried over from the home environment or
practice. Neglected by its universality, as well as tame the tiger on a leash, fed
pretenses. There is a man who is able to get rid of it. Emerges as the vast, deep well
and pulls of everyday life all of us into the abyss of stupidity, intolerance, crime,
horror, fear and other dark thoughts. Is a common manifestation of human
helplessness, disability, limitations.
Sifting the paths of the imagination provides a unique emotion. Imagination
can be upgraded by observing such unbridled power of nature, the events occurring
around us, or the intensity of feelings or thoughts within us. You can impersonate
well-known from everyday objects such as tree, although there is no hands, but you
can write that â?? Away, moving his hands in despair or that sun sat on the roof or
words floated like a weary traveler ? Among other things, giving human
characteristics to objects, phenomena, makes the imagination in motion. While still
moving within the known phenomena.
Interests us Rung up the, Higher driving technique is the place where we
want to create images or visions of the infinite apart from already-understood
something. Even difficult to recognize as a fiction created for what may be likely.
Renounce the temptation to attempt a definition of Imagination speculations ?
This can be the place to start bleed nothing fancy rein limited. But how to
describe it? How to create your own language, written, spoken, or maybe the
language sounds, images, or facial expressions? This is a difficult task for our brain
limitations. And in that infinity can penetrate the voices of our ancestors? Maybe
somewhere in our consciousness goes on light planes, and maybe there is another
sense that our people is not given for life, embracing fluid formlessness another
galaxy, prompting define something as not senses? How to speculate that at the
same time not to fall into the arms of temptation ordinary deformations suggestive
or dark?

Faith is an entirely separate issue. For the believer, although his idea is
unimaginable area experiences and thoughts, believing it agrees to limit his
imagination and wants to obey the restrictions. Gives some idea of himself, for
example, the idea of God. Faith may be wrongly perceived from the pragmatic
observer as something functional. Some examples: â?? People need to create one's
own need for a mythical world, because it relieves the pain after the loss of loved
ones. Image of the world of souls is the discharge voltage, gives hope for life after
death. Faith is needed even for consolation, for the same hope to extend the life
after death. How sad existence would be and what would be the meaning of
existence, if not faith in the world on the other side of life? Myths are needed, are
balm for our souls, to help survive the difficult moments, still live with hope for
tomorrow, the day after tomorrow, for eternity ? Psychological motivation be used
for any subject, but nothing beyond the psychic entity, in this way can not be
justified. This is how to change the subject. Realized by shifting attention from the
object of interest, the psyche of the person concerned. Distinctive, contemporary
trick. Turning to the excess, as well the ball on an inclined plane would meet the
mental deviations physicist who watches it.
Finally, a topic that interests us primarily, toward which the intensifying
further consideration is the speculative imagination. Indeed, it is the beginning and
humanistic development of the accelerator. Inspired and enriched but completely
different from the real imagination. It continued its development is both hope and
fear. Is the highest, most important reflection that accompanies humanity. From it
were born out of both religions and modern science.

I. IMAGINATION
What's going on
The reader or listener, anyone who keeps track of argument, reasoning,
concepts or image, and finally some conclusions are expected. Patience of the
student, his attention always tends to understand what the teacher concerned. You
can leave implicitly, in the end no one provides all the effects, reactions and
opportunities arise as a result of what he said. Association, the misunderstandings,
the new variants, sometimes previously unknown mutations, emerging thought
processes. The new ideas, time, circumstances arise sequel, the story is still
unfinished, the river of words, language, thought and genes.

Who writes it is not fully aware of what makes, what he pushes and
encourages that in general he grabbed the pen and opened his mouth. But the
attempt to capture the awkwardness, depending on the perspective of the angle â??
Bent back?? (for someone or against someone), gives a word: perfect detachment.
To see something you â?? To go beyond ????, depart, look at the
side, look at the top and inside, go to "?? kitchen? and â?? check instalacjeâ ????.
This is incorrect meddling has only one reason, which is harmful to try.

Paraphrase Philosophers
Most written books we read, and probably not even if that happened, a large
number of them probably do not us to taste. If a childhood that prompted us to
study, it is doubtful whether do any kind of intellectual effort. The philosophers and
their ideas is often similar, the majority of their views does not know or do not
understand, and usually it does not necessarily write what we like. In addition, few
leads us to ever learn from them.
Let's try out something about them not heavy mind at the same time,
associating with something that we know today. We use a modification, a free
discussion. Selecting a dozen philosophers scene short adverstain their attempt to
present something to them distinctive. Using the richness of their thoughts and
beliefs will try to find something distinctive, adapt it to today's mentality,
indecently simplify the formula â?? Half-jokingly, half seriously ????.
Thales of Miletus, Anaximander's pupil, Anaksymanes, Democritus
Philosophers you imagine a whole on the basis of locality phenomena, such
as a man risen from the fish. Already observe, however, that in nature nothing is
lost only changing the form (the principle of conservation of matter â?? Energy).
Motion is eternal. There is an infinite world and time. Elements of matter can be
manipulated.
Do not know whether the world is ruled by the rationality or non-rationality.
Looking for a final rule (arche) of all things, a proper existence, which underlies all
phenomena (such key to any manipulation of the world). Still think that the earth is
flat or cylindrical shape and is supported by air. The sun and stars move in circles
and spheres, relatively close to Earth.
Heraclitus

The same river you can not enter twice. The substance is constantly changing and
there is in fact identical. After the death is not something you imagine.
Parmenides
Being is one and continuous .... in its entirety.
Democritus
World was not created by anyone. It consists of cells and hooked a vacuum. Worlds
is infinite. Distinction between being and nonbeing or fullness and emptiness.
Leukippos
Things are created from the bodies of the invisible, is not limited in terms of
quantity and shape.
Their students have already talked about atoms.
Epicurus
The world is made up of atoms by a blind force.
Aristotle
Reality has the two characteristics: timeliness, or anything like what we see at any
given time, as well as the potential opportunity to become something else.
Democritus and Plato
Took up the subject of any sense of the term. The soul is a bodily and consists of
the elements of fire, which are round. The soul is indivisible, does not have much
force. It consists of two main parts: a rational and unreasonable.
Democritus and Epicurus
The soul is corruptible and dies with the body. Should seek a causal explanation
(the key to manipulate all). The senses deceive us, and we usually are far from
reality and from the truth.
Socrates
Notes evanescence subjective knowledge and conceit. Poets and artisans are
endowed with abilities but can not justify either the capacity or to liberate
themselves from the feeling that if one is not able to say that about many other
things they know.

The problem is who is wise and who was stupid. What is the role of emotions, and
the intellect.
Plato
Should distinguish between the circumstances, that is what the senses tell us a real
being, that something in the constant transformation of the phenomena is not
changing. Philosophy frees man from the cave apparently leading him towards the
sun of truth.
St. Augustine
Evil is located in the order of the universe is the result of choice and free will of
man bound the good smaller. God ultimately decides whether to come into contact
with the man of God. This act is completely unpredictable, can not miss the most
pious man, and fall suddenly to a finite sinner. God's grace is always a gift from
God. People irrespective of their works are either chosen by God to do wrong, or
good and none but God can not change that.
St. Thomas Aquinas
Dogmas and the truths of faith are evident, however, you can justify them
rationally. Rational methods of command is based on logic. You can make learning
about God (theology).
I. Newton
Have the same body, similar in nature on Earth and in space. Strength due to
traffic. Way questioning the nature of influences on the answers, that is what we
will investigate.

F. Bacon
Philosophy is considered experimental and useful knowledge.
R. Descartes
The truth must be carefully and tested in many ways. Everything should be divided
into parts and describe the behavior of these particles. Thought should be carried
out from simple to more complex statements. The analysis should include
everything possible to not miss anything.
G.W. Leibniz

Monad is something which is not part and can not be longer divide. Monads are the
roots of things. Each is different because there is no identity. Monad has a number
of modifications and relations, and the change is from within and shows itself.
Complex things are made up of simple things. All are different.
Julian Offray de xml: namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn: schemas-microsoftcom: office: smarttags" /> La Mettrie
Compares man to his best creations. The man is a machine but more complex. Its
very flesh wound spring.
John Locke
At the beginning of the senses bring to mind the idea of a detailed, yet fill an empty
room. Then they are placed in memory and receive the name. Mind is equipped
with ideas and words of speech. We have innate and learned traits.
David Hume
The perception of weaker â?? thoughts and ideas.
The perception of a strong â?? senses, emotions and feelings.
Mathematical sciences â?? explicit, clear and precise.
Metaphysics â?? ambiguous and complex.
G. Berkeley
Our thoughts, feelings, ideas do not exist outside the mind. So we do not know for
sure whether the houses, rivers, mountains, our bodies, etc. have real existence.
Signal may come not from the real thing (eg, seeing things), not from the real
world, but can be controlled from another source â?? from God, and directly
influence all our senses, creating the impression. For God is not omnipotent should
be no problem.
I. Kant
Team events alive or inanimate world consists of enabling the implementation of a
purpose, even if the individual phenomena or human actions are not dictated by the
pursuit of that objective. For example, although the births, deaths and marriages, on
which so much influenced by the will of the people do not seem to be any
regularity, which would allow to anticipate the number, but statistics show that
these events take place according to certain regularities. Individual people and even
whole nations, do not realize that in pursuing its own objectives, each in their own
interest, and often one against the other, undetected for themselves, guided by some

order of nature. Although the motives of human action can be low and unviable,
this effect can be compatible with some unknown plan of nature, occurring outside
the individually rational.
It should also distinguish between things in themselves, since only that which is
conceived of things.
M. Szeler
Man is a human animal.
R. Ingarden
A man feels once the master of nature, and sometimes alienated and confused,
forced to be independent of it, nature is. A man realizes the value and is their
special charm. He forgets when the animal nature. Creative power of man is
limited, always associated with the ground in real nature. Continually cross the
boundaries of animality, grow more than themselves. The man mastered nature and
animals but win does not exceed the limit of the new reality. He sees only her
perspective, senses this new world. Currently, he is condemned to a tragic, lonely
battle on the border of his animality, and just what is to come.
J.J. Rousseau
We combine the social contract, obligation default between the authorities and
people.
Many of the action pushes their vanity, pleasure of fame, fashion, or flattery a
common taste. Geantly become valets have sovereignty. Live and act only for the
world. What other philosopher, which exists only because it is the essence of a free
and independent to the great and powerful. Only a moral being and free from any
trade-offs may know the truth.
S. Kierkegaard, Huserl, Sartre
My I is undefined, since it is no brain, no body, no state of mind. When I say that is
my brain and my thinking does not equate themselves with the brain and thinking.
So I do not know what it is I.
L. Wittgenstein
Language is like a box of tools, which lie next to each other: a hammer, chisel,
matches, nails and glue. Although so different, there are not arranged at random.
Same language, which tricks us lobe can always surprise us. Verbal communication
is often impaired. Meanwhile, we know the speech and language. We need to

properly maintain and distinguish logic denoting conformity with the reality of the
characters, the mapping of our reality in mind.
Auguste Comte
The man in the strict sense does not exist. Humanity can exist only because all their
development in every respect we owe to society. Also important are the real objects
and subjects of knowledge useful for achieving a secure and close.
Charles Darwin
All beings are in constant relations of dependence, which do not relate only to
living individuals, but also leaving behind children. Group of individuals that may
have offspring with each other, classified as a species, are in course of time a large
number of transformations. External circumstances in conjunction with the
previously acquired characteristics, allow for the further successful development, or
as a result of selection, to eliminate specific individuals, their groups or the whole
species.
Arthur Schopenhauer
Unfortunately, this important feature of life is the rule. Suffering is the closest, the
direct purpose of life. Without it, our lives would be completely meaningless.
Friedrich Nietzsche
Depravity of reason due to confusion between cause and effect. False causality is
something withoutmeans. Mental results from the need to reduce something
unknown. Any explanation is better than no time. Brings relief, calms, gives a
feeling of power. Therefore, we need a false truth for the sake of a pleasant sense of
inner peace of mind. This is our original sin, a significant obstacle to a better
understanding of reality.
Henri Bergson
Since the positive knowledge tells us what is and is speculative metaphysics, the
fullness of knowledge of the whole thing, which allows the most extensive personal
experience of real understanding in conjunction with the unknown that surrounds
us, it is only our intuition. Intuitive approach emphasizes the importance of
metaphysics, brings more to the science of metaphysics and metaphysics to learn
more and yet not give up either of science or of metaphysics. A net of a
comprehensive combined expertise lies in our consciousness in the form of
personal intuition.
J.G. Fichte

Time is something internal, there is in our soul. World, which was created by an act
presents to us as the spatial and has a fixed past, present and future. The movement
takes place within us through time, like moving the needle on old recorded disc.
We participate in something that has a fixed structure and is only played, like CD.
G.W.F. Hegel
Getting to know the opposite. First, we find something (thesis), then this denying
(the antithesis) to finally pick out the essential elements from both of these points
looks and come to a collision (fusion). So true Lies in the middle of ?
Edmund Hesserl
Obstacle to knowledge is our current habits of thought. If you disable these habits,
and discover psychological barrier of thought, gain access to a whole new horizon
of knowledge. If a new mental attitude in the knowledge. Method
Phenomenological reduction through knowledge of psychology, will reach the
horizon Transcendental purified phenomena. To learn more aptly, we must get rid
of or take into account the psychological factors inherent in our consciousness,
which come to us aside from the right course and away from the road to truth.
Sigmund Freud
A human being is made up of something that we inherit not only the ancestors but
throughout Nature, which is called an ID. The process of education and the impact
of external stimuli, arises a superstructure of the ID, which is called the superego.
We ourselves mentally (I am EGO), we are at the border, at the interface ID and
superego.
H. Hesse
A man too proud, too independent, strong, simple character, achieves a freedom
that becomes a burden, loneliness and suffering the disease of curiosity brought
him to fate. Such people have an important social role, opening up a specific mood
and have the courage to jump in the universe and to look into the chaos of his own
soul. The image of people who genuinely and consistently these features is a fiction
but it allows you to imagine the combination of multiple features, which are usually
ascribed to many people in one individual man. Fear arises whether a man so
constructed shall not be deemed insane, and a reflection of the complexity of
human nature.
Karl Jaspers
Getting to know the truth of the border situation, knowledge is too superficial.
Border situations is now being, death, suffering, struggle, guilt, the awareness of
existence.

Jean-Paul Sartre
Man is not created by God or not preceded by the creation or appearance of the
world, a plan, or the essence of things. First, there is a man of his existence, and it
shapes and determines the definition of its nature or for which a plan was made.
Man is what will make himself both at the individual and of present, as well as
historically and in relation to all mankind. Weighed down by the responsibility
model, which will have an impact on other people.
M. Haidegger
Asks not what is man, objects, Earth & Space, or God, but what is "? Knitting
network ? It seems that all be going toward death. Our existence depends on the
quality of venue for something, the quality of our state of consciousness, for
example, being in fear, being a gossip, or other being, some better, more
interesting, more complete.
E. Levinas
Everything we do not know what is beyond our reach, somewhere in the beyond, in
transcendent, at infinity, all you can imagine as a BYT. If the BYT is FACE, even
without words the conversation going. All the time shows the relationship face to
face, between us and the face of such a being, as well as between our face, and face
another human being.

WORLD GLOBAL AND LOCAL
Assume that we do not see any significant obstacles to consider both our
scientific and metaphysical outlook on the world, gathered together all the fruits of
mankind in the form of the development of science and technology (culture),
broadly understood, as only a local form of existence and BEING. We can all look
even wider, to see something beyond or above the combined scientific method and
metaphysics. This is the real world, whose nature we do not know which is similar
to our world, and which may be so BIG and Large that easily can accommodate
all of our ideas, they can really achieve, duplicate and multiply in huge numbers,
with the subtle differences between individual copies, or without them. There is no
reason we could not imagine how, for example, every second, millisecond, or every
time the smallest cargo is stored, as well as diverge from each other all the possible
options for implementation. There is no reason that the world can not really operate
entities that came to anyone's head, and even that these entities were not
incomparably more, and they form an increasingly moved away from our values.

Simply, not even talking about infinity imagine something similar to what we know
and what is a stop, while the world can be OPEN and GLOBAL. Open, or go
beyond our notions of him, and global, as easily as a whole covers everything you
ever imagine yourself with him, because we are part of the whole. At the same time
we fully more bigger smarter, wiser, larger, more diversified, more stable, so
wondrously
Our world is the result of a local Global World. Not even his reflection, but
merely a reflection of the local resultant. Under this assumption, we can easily
manipulate, and the Doctrine of Metaphysics, using Kula Imagination, Motherland
views. Considered the possibility of the imagination or the imagination of All
Humanity as a relevant to our world manifestation of the Global World. We can
examine our own, the human imagination in all its forms, is not treating these
symptoms antagonistically, to find regularities, similarities and differences, be it all
chosen by us, including scientific review, then accept that it is in some significant
relationship to reality.

CIRCLE OF IMAGINATION
Taking all the ideas that humanity constructed without any detailed analysis,
in its entire history of mankind, in all its forms, forms of writing, recording, get a
set of extremely rich and diverse. But as in digital technology, we are shocked
when originally calculated amount of information in bits, KB, MB, GB, speed of
transmission, for example, when the Internet goes networks around the globe to
reach in fractions of seconds until a neighbor behind the wall, and which is the
technique after a while and it gets used to understand so in the human imagination
is a certain order and the possibility that we see the end. After a systematic effort,
to find the characteristic points and attempt to define the types of imagination, and
their functions, appears in the picture that we can close in a certain area. Assume
that it will form a ball.
The ball is constantly growing, both during the historical development and
individual human development from childhood to the end of life. Child, not
understanding the force of gravity, notes with surprise: no I understand that those
people who are at the top
ball (Northern hemisphere), they did not fall, but how is it possible that do not fall
those at the bottom, yet they go upside down All of us lived, and still we are met, a
further revelation, when suddenly we begin to understand something. Jump, and
now our imaginations work differently, the ball is increased.

BORDERS OF CIRCLE
The sphere of imagination has its boundary surface. Increasing to enter into
contact with the area, which is outside of it. The sphere is expanding, it increases
its surface area, and thereby outdoor area, which adjoins. When the boundaries
imagination steadily increasing slowly, and the imagination itself was not
impressive in size, the size of the border and what is outside, not very important.
Today, however, if these limits are expanding at an accelerated pace, the area
outside has become increasingly important. We begin to realize that our
imagination is to brake something in an unusual wealth is right behind her.
So let's take a look at this as we create new models at the level of abstraction
and how to â?? Lean nose?? , Â?? Look through the hole from key ?, bit beyond the
current limits. For example, will present two models: Model overall ? and " model
Worlds transcendent ? We look beyond the vision of Miniaturized humanity and "
network all possibilities ?

ENTIRE
The whole can be understood as the incorporation of some well-known
elements together and create a coherent system. This whole off everything
different. In the whole of mutually determine. Reality divided into terms that are
mutually restricted, it creates a whole through the division.
However, you can understand the whole contrast. When it becomes the sum
of all entities, relationships, and other metaphysical. However, no numerical sum,
but something that coincides. Except that it does not need to specify the copending, for some time. This is the whole relationship, the transcendental and
metaphysical aspects unknown to us, including reality, even the Non-Reality ", if
one was in relation transcendent. Everything in this whole time, and without his
account, and any relationships without relations, reality and metaphysical Other.
This is something that covers well-known horizon, the relationship face to face

with the Unknown, infinity, transcendence, metaphysics, and something I did not
even dimly.
The whole is aware of this fact of life, something untouchable, like
identical.

CONSEQUENCES OF A WHOLE idea of
This whole thing is an abstract construction of a permanent and unchanging.
It consists of elements which need not be permanent and unchanging.
Understanding the structure allows us to use, manipulate variable factors to find a
better location for the Whole. We can not rule out anything because perhaps we can
see all the essential elements and can use this knowledge to better our position in
the Whole. Location is not only the importance of space-time, but it affects all
aspects of the Whole. With all hope floats that are part of the medley, but durable.
We do not know and do not know how to learn this lesson. This does not mean that
we should fall into some pessimism or lose faith. Nothing like the more that we do
not know what the factors are our better location in the Whole. On the basis of
Right-left, as when moving too heavy and large wardrobe, props in the quest of
spiritual values on the one hand, optimism, higher feelings and positive emotions,
on the other hand, rational knowledge and its application. It may be that these two
props and the method of Right-left, is insufficient and inefficient effort. Guided by
this suspicion, born of a suggestion to extend the network of assumptions, expand
the possibilities of our imagination and see what we can, and the rest evidence.
Changing the location of the Whole does not necessarily mean the space or
time, but they can better understand our spacetime, the quicker we go out and learn
outside the other sighting. Recorded in the New Testament concept of fishing
surviwal us as our good qualities, and the destruction of that in us wrong and do not
fit into the life â?? ????, Future in heaven , waiting for us, difference is a simple
example of imagination, for that difference, not only of time and space, re-locating.

A WHOLE GOD

According to the Integral vision, God is the constant, stable and relatively
unchanging element. Has an important relationship with us, the entire Humanity.
The idea of God in himself while many natural and constantly conscious of needs
and perceptions, including feelings, emotions and values, in particular:
--

awareness of birth and death,

--

sense when it is all very well that we will live forever,

--

our loving relationships with other people close to us, even after their death,

--

awareness of our world and stay on it,

---

physical and psychological needs, including the neutralization of threats,
self-esteem, both for us and for the world.

ROUTE
ENTIRE is infinite, though not exaggerate how it will in the future.
Recognizing reality, combining elements of "I am who knows and REALITY, what
you recognize. We act as some abstract understood tools, our thinking in this
reality, but two (at least two) distinct line something distinctive. There are usually
two contradictions, such as determinism and freedom, materialism and idealism, up
and down, etc. By using the same Vision of reality ? we acquire orientation. We
can also see a space between these lines and some interesting see or beyond. We
then say that not everything is white or black, and that every rule has exceptions.
But the majority recognizes only these two lines, often by assigning one of them a
value, feelings, or favorable / unfavorable ratio emotional. It is also characteristic
for our cognition. Ongoing disputes over the centuries that the Line ? is correct and
that only an our imagination ? Meanwhile, these lines indicate HUMAN WAY. We
walk her, according to orientate it, and rather reluctant to go out beyond its shores.
Slowly, however, we see that these roads are more, not
is not easy to come or go from our past. However, we do so, although the future
then it will be even more puzzling from the past.

IDEA absolute SHADOW

In relation to any ideas we can find something similar to the shade. It's also
kind of ideas, often seen as its opposite extreme, which, after careful consideration,
the basic idea is very similar. These ideas behave similarly to the double negation
in logic, for example, is not true that they do not read this content, means that you
are reading it. Shadow ideas are well-known dilemmas such as rationalism,
empiricism, realism, instrumentalism, idealism, materialism, etc. For example,
instrumentalism is that studied by us the truth, it only compounds the instrument
known phenomena. However, the consistent application of this principle leads to
the correct instruments, the theory-tool gives the expected effect-instrument, and
the false instruments, when this does not happen. Realist immediately assumes that
it knows what is really exist or not exist. To misunderstandings, disputes and thus
bring in reasoning inconsistent, both the realists and instrumentalists. This happens
when the instrumentalist establishes the principle that everything observed is partly
real and partly instrumental. Then there are the arguments in question, giving the
impression of conflict of ideas. Meanwhile, all the ideas are a reflection of absolute
shadow right and true, but unnecessarily complicated reasoning, as well as use of
double negatives at the beginning of each sentence.
Absolute shadow ideas are useful, because a representative from each
stream of thought has always lend themselves to a certain drift of external factors:
political, financial, religious or social, and cease to be consistent within its own
system of reasoning. Then the behavior of the native markets, restores them to life.
In this way, the materialists stimulated idealists, realists and empiricists
instrumentalists rationalists. Interactions follow it in the opposite direction and due
to lack of consistency side other ? In the end, as peddlers during a quarrel, no one
wants to have to admit mistakes and progression of their mutual dislike, and
dishonesty, has a global adventure among the most respectable people in the world.
Meanwhile, disputes are sterile, because every idea and its shadow is
absolutely true. This truth is apparent from the reflection of ignorance. Ignorance
will always exceed the capacity of knowledge, and sincere confession of awareness
of its limits offends no one. We do not know whether the world is real or an
instrumental or materialistic or idealistic, and whether we know through reason and
empiricism. Happiest seem to combine ideas and shades, in a total metaidea,
allowing dualistic, more balanced outlook on reality. This allows for being
inconsistent in his reasoning, while the full consequence. In fact, I reason as such
instrumentalism instrumentalist, the realism but as a realist I accept the
inconsistency, while allowing for both reasoning as valid. Such contradictions,
though seem to be unacceptable on the basis of simple empiricism are fully
justified in the area detached from her abstraction. Because truth is not in the
middle or at either page but in an area approved by our imagination (for example,
in several places at once, or for example in an area where it is fuzzy). The truth
need not be a point but may stain or space.

WORLD WYGŁUPKÓW And BEZWOLKÓW
When we leave the ball of the Imagination, or if so we think we can get to the
World Wygłupków (STIUPID-COMIC). There, everyone does what he wants, and
the world changed around according to his will. All that dead things, plants,
animals or people, take any form, according to the wishes of those who focus their
attention and immediately adjust to his will. Conflicts could arise because
intentions individual specimens, there are certain hierarchies operating
simultaneously and seamlessly:
1. At the highest level, will be implemented according to priority, first come,
first think of this intention will be realized;
2. On the top floor, followed by separation of the same thing among many who
are just focused on her attention;
3. At the highest level, divide the whole world, and everybody can get
everything to its exclusive use (which means that no one really suffers because it
automatically jump to any number of worlds in which it is safe and where it does
not manipulate anyone and everyone is in any number of mimeographed);

Transition between the levels shall be automatically each collision is then
immediately distributed, and the conflict can never occur. Potential threats are
lifted by an increasing part of reality, to separate the whole world of exclusivity and
automatic return to lower levels, where the focus is not simultaneous. At the same
time, everyone is assured of being and security at the highest level, which may
return to lower levels.
To realize that words and concepts are the products of the imagination
created by strictly delineated additional assumptions, you can use the abstract
concept of Force field ? Let the force field is a form of clear energy, which can
take arbitrary but determined by the shape of someone. This field, operated
according to our thoughts and our desires, takes form and expression, according to
our will. To create a space create a realistic prospect of landscape that resembles
the illusion of a true nature. To bring home enough that this field took the form of
walls, doors, windows, roof and floor. Created furniture, books, dishes, ornaments,
lighting. Flexible steering gives the possibility to change shapes, forms, functions
and functions of these objects. A chair may be freely interchanged in the table, a
TV in a sofa, and these in turn again in the chair or other object. With this idea,
blurring the boundaries of meaning. Square circle is really possible, because there
is a form of energy. Energy, which is located in a recorded information on many

large, clear, flexible and variable that takes different forms of modified and fulfills
different functions interchangeably. This notion, although born in science fiction,
let us understand that the names which we use are not definitive, their possible
application that you can imagine the reality is subject to change, a full hybrid
solutions, with related, changing functions. This is called the World, World
Wygłupków.
On the other hand kept thinking we could imagine someone constantly
World subordinate, passive. The World, World Bezwolków
(WITHOUTEXPRETIONS) is right next to us. Now do not be surprised reaction of
indignation, grumble, hear disapproval. Pervasive and widespread aggression?
Intolerance? Someone picked up the freedom of thought? This is nonsense, untrue
and imaginary insinuations. I therefore encourage the self-analysis. Yes, we allow
others to express certain views, but only some, in certain areas. Beyond them is a
huge territory in which we are closed and not allow it. We all know the arguments
of a kind: it is not proper, it is unethical, crap, bonehead, never to do so I disagree,
what people say you can talk to senior, bore, I do not have the time, as you do not
want you to know, etc. etc. .. Honestly admit, this is not possible that any of us
could think freely, to imagine something else, and thus all and sundry to proclaim
their views, without exposing itself to any danger.
Gregarious behavior is not atavism. We can not hide them to rest. What
makes us different from apes is, among other things, the ability of coordinated
team. In accordance with such rules exist various organizations. For organizations
within certain structures and maintaining the hierarchy. In the armed forces to
guarantee security and independence requirements of concern to citizens and
soldiers. The obligation includes the dedication, loyalty and total submission.
Group of researchers also act similarly. Create a creative environment, with its
customs, ethics, and priorities recognized mentors. They are hermetically sealed
BORN new legions of loyal FREETHINKINGMAN ?
Let us focus on two factors: aggressive units and loyalty to the group.
Politicians and leaders, they all behave similarly. If anyone does not share their
views, be treated as the enemy. Even the more aggressive members of the family,
destroying family and friends, they are not subordinated or limited in their
willingness to express wrong ideas ? When this does not permanent silence.
Anyone who violates the ban, in extreme cases, can be excluded or continuously
harassed and persecuted. At the same time in case of subordination to an immediate
reward, acceptance, support, and even defense. In some cases, the attitude of
complete dedication and devotion. Who can resist such a dictum, that sort of dog
training which we are subjected from childhood throughout life? The rules are so
obvious and common that we forget about their existence. Whoever thinks of the
breathing air? Unable to resist, assimilated. Themselves begin to act like the others,
we become aggressive, impulsive, determined, or just more consistent. Our rewards
and punishments we give away involuntarily, without further reflection, often relate

to matters of minor, everyday, for example, forms of behavior. Sometimes
ridiculed, and another time eyebrows. Sometimes crying, sometimes we're just sad.
These our acceptance or lack thereof have an overall effect on the whole
personality of another human being, his thinking, emotions, feelings, and finally
ready to build the structure. We have a second, next, similar to us
WITHOUTEXPRESSING individual. We are pleased that we understand, interact,
like, We're friends, and love. Well, who would it eventually had to disturb? This
results in World Bezwolków.
Someone may say, well, as usual, the truth is somewhere in between. But
it's not quite the only explanation. We conduct our reasoning differently, by
suspending them in between, as well as giving you the chance to further
explanations spaces without closing them, without tying up the only legitimate but
chosen by giving the movement of our mind in which all the reasoning will be only
successive landmarks for learning, and the truth will be flight, looking at these
points and the search for the next, similar landmarks. Thinking this would be an
alternative.
Bezwolków world is infinitely great and large network of various potential
routes combined in space and any feelings, including thoughts. They ordered their
order and logic in accordance with which the world is inanimate and animated in
space, and precedes it "? As the eye can see ? a story, waiting for some future in
livid away ? In the meantime, feel alternately precede or follow my thoughts, and
they are not always linked in a consistent combination of actions or events.
In this world we are moving on the road, a diversified network of
alternative possibilities, and because at each intersection of different choices is a
momentary stop and swing: â?? Right, left, ????, the final position-choose one of
the paths gives sense of free will and conscious choice.
World Wygłupków and Bezwolków not mutually exclusive. Both the
World Wygłupków may arise according to the will of someone else's world
Bezwolków, but only for those who so wished, and in the world Bezwolków may
be determined by a network of roads gives a sense of the World Wygłupków. Thus,
an observer inside the dilemma that it is in this or that world can never be definitely
settled.
World Bezwolków and Wygłupków is an illustration of a limited capacity
of our imagination. It also, and all our senses and mental functions, helps us in the
interaction with the outside world, only to some extent. Hence, the knowledge
should not be based on any one method, one way of thinking, one ideology or
philosophy. Only their combination and multiple offers, as well as network with
half the fish more opportunity to better understand ? significant number of
properties of the surrounding world, although this relationship with him that we
understand.

Our individual senses and intellectual functions can be compared to the ball,
lying side by side on a flat surface, which is the Real World. Each of the senses or
any of the intellectual functions (each of the balls), only a certain small area come
into contact with the surface, where it feels best. The farther from the point of
contact, much less agree not connected with the surface, this ball, the sense or
mind. By contrast, each of the balls something about this (area) really knows and
understands their own way. Value of each is similar, provided that it is not
overrated, do not we expand the meaning beyond the actual possibilities. Our
wealth is the use of the multiplicity of experiences, complementary nature of
knowledge from different sources. Key in this is to maintain a sense of proportion
with their use.

Innovation and Traditionalism
Originality, inventing something new, the cognitive shock, shock associated
with the need to neutralize it and adapt to what is new, these are circumstances that
dramatically affect our understanding and to show that a significant
unpredictability of the future. Therefore, we know something new in within a
specific scientific paradigm but we are not able to predict how much different will
the new paradigm, or even whether it will be any paradigm. Indeed, the intensity of
news can get out of the existing terminology and any predictions. To
illustrate this, imagine a man who lives only to eat cheesecakes. Man who like cake
meets someone and he explained that one: opium is the cheesecake, which has no
cheese, instead, is something else. Imagine that our cheesecakeman ? has a great
imagination, and when he ate opium found that almost one imagined its taste.
However, it would be difficult to expect of him for anyone to explain to him what it
tastes like cabbage and dried mushrooms, with the addition of dried plums. And it
is through the development of science trying to make something like this. We
should opt for a multi-search, without defining and identifying what is expected to
chart a forward-looking.

THE STORY OF many dimensions
Proposed consistently imagining the many dimensions (many others, and
important as the dimensions, characteristics of reality) might look like. We live in a
world primary (this is the conventional view, since none of the Worlds is not

essential, but the idea has to start from something), which looks similar to known
Eistain of imagination. Arose from BIGBANG and contains spacetime, which
ekspand. However, if we add another dimension, that will see time as an extra
dimension, and alongside it another, it will be the perspective in which the entire
spacetime, will look like a solid construction. Such a notion known from drawings
like cylinder, cone, cup, or rugby ball. The drawings of these two or three
dimensions is shown with one dimension. On such a conception of space-time
graphics, individual human life should be expressed in the form of a drawing or a
spiral spring set vertically. This image would be motionless, because from the
perspective of the fifth dimension of spacetime is fixed and determined. To imagine
â?? some movement?? would add another dimension. For simplicity, assume that
we draw a second, identical to our spacetime, the picture is slightly different from
ours. Now let us add another, slightly different from each others Universum. Write
of them on transparencies and translucent Let us together, so that the boundary
limits of the overlap. Imagine it yourself that this complex is extremely stable
structure, not to move, impossible to break or any modifications. If you have a
body which, like distinguishing between the eye movement in space, he sees this
structure. So can we start to imagine a new, multidimensional picture.

THE STORY OF THE DIMENSION OF MOVEMENT
Durable construction very large number of dimensions?? Recalls maze
opportunities, which as a Ariadne's thread is moving our actual existence, guided in
a way not to predict, as the way to embrace only the current episode as threads ?
We will. To leave the safe the story of many dimensions, there would have to
move, dimensions, something that transcends multiple dimensions. That could all
change at the same time a number of dimensions. Such traffic, show the place
where we know how to preserve its existence, would have to take a short time and
allow for accurate return, in another case by issuing of total helplessness, until the
art of survival in the new land.
We stick, according to his will, in a narrow image of the large number of
dimensions, enjoy the security of its structure and believe in the way we lead our
lost threads ? Our entire existence, beliefs and knowledge, would seem to fit in this
idea. But there is something more, the way the selection difficult and dangerous,

the search for the true Promised Land. Although this Story ? seems to be fantasy, it
is as real as everything that surrounds us. Dimensional movement would enter the
path to building individual â?? stories about the many dimensions, for example,
eternal life in hooked-time or permanent structure of the intended event horizon.
From this perspective, our world and existence, become the cradle of spontaneous
events of life, the womb of nature, which so far has not delivered us the world,
holds in his arms and slowly learns how difficult it is to create something that will
give us true life.
Since our past is not just history, the event actually occurred, the fate that
has passed, but very numerous, different, unrealized potential events or possibilities
for understanding ourselves and understanding the world, which no longer possess,
and our future is not only what we really meet, but also theoretically and practically
a constantly open problem, growing beyond us and our inability to strength. In this
case, the dimensions of this mass, which we do not know, and after which, if such a
move was possible, hike would be just as unusual and kind of outside the space
which gives an idea and insight of a much wider horizon of possibilities, allowing
insight into a new Array world. Even unattainable, is an attractive lure, inspire
imagination and intellect. The notion that infinite net roads, it is but does not
happen, illuminates the kind of wandering point after the network, run a driving
force and free will. This point is seen as has not only the material world but the
spiritual dimension, inherently associated with site and moving dimensions.
Indeed, the dimensions of the movement takes place, and we participate in it, the
challenge is that in order to manipulate the movement.

THRESHOLD OF IMAGINATION
In general, real world oppose our fantastic visions, dreams, fables and
fairytales. We believe that what is real and making our influence, as known and
knowable, it is more important than that which is beyond the possibilities of the
world sci-fi fantasy, confusion and hallucinations of ill. Meanwhile, the latter
reveals to us the true nature of being, reaching for the remote, deep layers of
inexhaustible wealth of possibilities. Already losing the possibility of hundreds of
factors, being burdened with information overload of modern civilization, as it
were not remember, that a true and real world, brings with it countless amounts of
data, something that goes far beyond our human perception. We no greater mistake
to assume that everything you are able to imagine is nothing significant shadow of
what it's real, though unknown to us the world is possible. We still do not naively
think that our ability to know beyond any Local Jurisdiction of the Entire World.
Although we should be aware that there is an entire, that it is wrong to believe that

the approaching of the Whole. This is not possible, always remain in a locality that
does not mean that we do not get a refinement of and respect for the Whole for its
size and power. Manifestation of this can be flexible imagination, and further
ideas, and freedom of intellectual activity. Such knowledge of the threshold of
imagination and its tedious move on, it is the truth about our world.

A bold hypothesis IMAGINATION
We can say that the hypothesis is a bold if it is unlikely in light of the
general background knowledge of the period in the development of science. But
how do you take such a bold hypothesis, and why some have them, while others
focus their attention on the already well-known? Certainly plays a major role
imagination. Is the area we know of imagination, even the most fantastic. When we
listen to stories, watching images or sculptures, listen to music and develop your
intellect, or learning to work, it is still developing and shaping our imagination.
However, there is a fundamental difference between persistence in the area known
to us and the general public, known ideas, and leaving out the area and searching
for new, modified forms or imaginative layouts. In the latter case, giving up a truly
creative endeavor, we enter into areas unknown to us fantasy combined with
realism. We begin to assume the existence of something that does not fit into the
existing patterns of thought adopted. Bold hypotheses are the result of unbridled,
liberated, but controlled imagination of those whose intellectual courage has freed
itself from the pressures that surround us evocative community groups or entire
societies. This is the result of intellectual rebellion, a desire to play and confidence
in himself, kind of activity in isolation and loneliness of the mind.

QUESTIONS ARE THE ANSWERS FROM MAJOR
When we consider the image that everything is and we do not find a
solution, we begin to understand that we reach beyond certain boundaries, which
delimit the possibilities of our knowledge. Then we begin to create what he might
be there and how something can connect with us and with what seems to be
known. When you create has a number of such ideas, will be treated
antagonistically, as overlapping conflicts, either as a grid, matrix, charts, not
mutually exclusive concepts. This raises the question of whether this something
unknown to something we can only surmise by the affirmative sentences? And can
stimulate our imagination will serve as good questions, puzzles, interjections, or

incidental irony clumps of words or pictures? Let's try to ask yourself a few
questions and let them answer will not be provided a better understanding of what
we tried to imagine.
1.)
Is our existence worth taking seriously? Is it something serious, or
whether the similarity of sleep followed by awakening and somewhere in there,
only the gravity we feel? Or is it a dream multi-level and at the next level of
awakening more and more seriously we treat him?
Are our people, whether we as actors are not object of someone's
2.)
conscious manipulation? Is compels us, to nature and the world, case, or concealed
for this thought, consciousness and the ability to control and use? And it is not
about determinism and indeterminism but the suspicion that such plant or other
item, whether or not an unknown fact, does not direct us?

Ironically, most directed toward the people, they always imperfect, fallible
and ridicule, and are particularly vulnerable to this kind of form of the name. So let
us try their history, in the alternative and without priority of any of them, described
as:
1.) And endless sequence of events resulting from their stupidity.
2.) Treated as in prisons, with suspicion, especially winning, enjoying, having
profits as potential organizers of the events that led to success, us stop believing in
imaginary cases, and trust an unknown intelligence the organizer, so cunning that it
always remains in hiding, because otherwise everything would be issued, and the
whole conspiracy and deceit would be unnecessary.
3.) Different philosophies we see like as forms of existence in the Universe,
during the flight, in a sleep state of our senses. Something along the lines of today's
virtual reality, which is given to us in time, until we reach the end, no matter what
is the purpose and where to find it. Philosophies describe only what the solution
will consist, as the device is constructed by which manages to create an artificial
reality, in fact, a coherent but false world, who finally reject and which has only a
cognitive function, preparing for the time â?? After waking up? ?.
4.) We see all theories and all intellectual activity, including going beyond the
known and the world described by science, as a manifestation of mental ailments, a
kind of paranoia, a form to maintain a balance by reason of its mental or physical
defects. Scientific knowledge as intrusive, a form of coercion, the imperative of
loss and helplessness, outstretched hand sinking in a swamp, a false trail of nature,
a closed street, wanting to save something doomed to extinction.

5.) Imagine the world as the movie has already recorded, registered and
established for ever information that is synchronized to at least two paths, physical
and spiritual. Our life is a reproduction of the information, and spirituality is
usually slightly ahead of physicality. Therefore, we think of something first, then
we do, but need not be so always. This film is played as such information user
views or warning, for the higher forms of existence.

II. M E T A P H Y S I C
BUT Overall IS WORLD transcendent
In addition to the World The overall concept can be imagine a world-transcendent and
dissimilar. Is then filled dissimilar Worlds, the transition to them is difficult or impossible, in
every original world, and there is a different communication with other worlds, at least that
communication is really difficult. The man with the mind-educated in a particular
environment, and historical considerations, it has no capability or has it just possibly, the
perception, perception in relation to those of other Worlds. Brain, the mind rejects these other
structures and effects, since they are so dissimilar to what a man, a creature of nature, know
and understand that the perception does not allow collection of such diverse information.
Comprehensive exercises and any possible manipulation of, entities in the imagination, it can
only create opportunities for future contact, communicate with other worlds.

PROBLEM of NONMATERIAL
The concept of matter is understood very broadly. If in the past, one could
imagine that emptiness, air, vacuum, thinking, feeling, etc. are features indicating
the intangibility, it is now we know that everywhere pervades some materials.
Work force, energy fields, information flows, there are certain correlations, have a
mutual influence with what we consider traditional matter. Finally, it is difficult to
imagine that there is something that is not material. Conceptually
NONMATERIAL runs out of sensible and clear definition. Come as a result of the
conclusion that everything we know or imagine, or what we believe, is with us in
some impact. This fact alone begins to prejudge the materiality of the World and
the whole of Reality. Nonmaterial becomes an illusion, atavism, forgotten
knowledge about ghosts, angels or gods.

Please note that calls to other attributes of matter. Because the scientific
knowledge is so important to the repeatability, the intellect begins to reach to
determine whether this must always be whether the occurrence and regularity of
rights is a universal feature of the constant attribute everything that surrounds us.
Can there be something important regarding the investigation and support? What
eludes observation can not be included in the scores, do not even want to obey even
a random probability calculus? Is Entirety and Infinity, known and unknown world,
we humans and everything related to the most subtle human feelings, if all this is
potentially subject to some principle, or sometimes slips away, like forever
enchanted cryptographic cipher, not giving up more, fleeing and mysterious a
demon, perhaps even the material, but the unknowable?

IMPLICATIONS TRANSCENDET of FREEDOM
Let's look at the world, as in a whole, and our thinking about it as something for the
World adequate but not necessarily true. Moreover, when we see it across the
unpredictability, wealth of possibilities beyond our current imagination, we can provide
sample images of the effects of such a view:
The problem is not how the universe is, but how to use it for us, as it manipulation,
where, at any place of his wealth he will allow us to do with the fact that â?? Manipulation is
interpreted broadly, actively and passively (eg, the latter is subordinate to the dictates of the
divine and gain merit for eternal life). Finally, the question is always that we came to, on
some basis, which may not be easy.
We do not know of the universe directly but through the Parable?? or models. We
have no other possibility, which does not mean that this picture is wrong. It is most
appropriate, as it seems only possible. In any event, relentless commitment, and no one, no
one urges that these efforts to cancel or weaken them.
Ways to manipulate it is more and more. Not only through knowledge that is
developing, but we realize that the answers may come from parties with which it previously
did not expect them, eg children, the sick, artists, philosophers, from the humanities in
relation to science, with a narrow discipline, etc.
Manipulation can alter or destroy the forms known to us not only to biological life but
the existence of our universe as we know it and replace creations â?? Genetic engineering??
or â?? physical transformation in the macro scale ????. Hardly any damage occurs, and only
lounly, specific hatch from the framework of spacetime.
Change our perception and awareness, and manipulation may affect subsequent forms
of existence, seeing the future and the past as a sustainable mode, turning the other
dimensions and the creation of new life, understood as the determination to "?? Higher
level ????, and also the emergence of other determinants, have not known or not appreciated.

You will be getting to know new, difficult threats, such as loops or nightmares in real
time perception, which influence the regularity of the already known growing number of
diseases such as mental, is currently being observed.
Rise to the possibility of the emergence of new biological species, artificial or natural
way of change, staying in isolation, manipulation in the areas of time, etc.
There will be exploration of unknown or supplement and enrich any possibility of
increasing optimism, maintaining a comprehensive physical and mental balance and the
possibility of survival and development, despite the expected changes, such as known will
form a more Direct contact with an unknown ?, other forms the past or the future, other
creatures, which are so far only in the imagination.
This will be the use of creative energy resources, some basic elements of matter
components, storage and activating consciousness.
At the end gives rise to the reflection that, if the total does not check the above ideas
will have to come New and again open a door in an even more unpredictable than the outlined
concept.
Should not be subjected to a simple suggestion presented factual existence of entities
but used this way, exercises imagination to expand and view the world in its rich complexity.
The image may not be true, but looking to use the model of giving. The truth is present, but
what we create People must always be treated seriously and with a light at the same time
HEROS. On the principle that something funny may not be stupid.
Knowledge in this form â?? Slips network?? from the disciplined framework of
criticism and revision but not with the latter, but regardless of that, they are not destroyed, but
only show new areas under review criticized the model of vision or something. Logic, the
principles of reasoning, our language, are all just models, tools, knowledge of reality, and
even the word is true also such a model.

CAPACITY CALL BY
POTENTIAL IMPACTS Non-local
A man may be the result of some local factors, then its characteristics are
determined by those giving up, at least potentially, to know the factors shaping the
structure and behavior. Assuming the impact of its entirety, or at least part of its
non-local factors, we can imagine humanity as potentially able to control the world
capable of local or beyond this world. If who we are, not necessarily longer, and
now, our options are not fully knowable in a short time. Then There is nothing
hidden that would not be show. Appears to us as a long-term process to the full
cognitive capacity. If you participate in such a process, it is not recognizable to us

whether we know the external world or our increasing, given to us earlier,
stimulated by the potential factors nonlokal.
If we assume the latter solution as possible, the whole process in
which we participate is to target the grasping of the World Local and exit, and
mastering the elements nonlokal Whole. There is nothing in this pessimistic vision,
limiting us, or determination with regard to the man himself. Potential non-local
capabilities may allow the operation of all higher human values and needs, which
are about humanity. Potential non-local factors are then provided their practical
existence. Form of the ability to change with the change of Local Reality or
leaving. The realization of their existence, allows the patient, although not passive,
waiting for appropriate solutions within the Process ????.

CROSSING depths of what unobservable
Known thesis that science does not provide any means of crossing the gap
between what is observable and what is unobservable. It seems that the argument is
too conservative. Yes, we do not have direct access to what is unobservable, but
when I arose the concept of an atom or electron, or when the periodic table, there is
empty space on the unknown elements, whose properties could guess, is, after all,
albeit in an approximate manner, obtained insight into what is unobservable.
Similarly, the history of science itself, through the discovery of previously
unknown truths, points to the possibility of observing what was previously
unobservable. Construction of microscopes and telescopes are the perfect example.
The same word: unobservable-testifies to the awareness of the something beyond
what is observable. Awareness of this remote and often referred to as intuitive or
metaphysical. Science thus provides a way to cross this divide and uses here:
--

analogy to what is observable,

--

finding the elements or functions which coincide with the observable

-creating simulations and projections going from what to what is observable,
unobservable,

free, as far as it allows the image of Humanity, manipulating what is observable
and unobservable predictions to make, to create new images and explanations.

Commutativity transcendent

When go out our imagination, to a specific limit of our possibilities, it
seems that there is nothing beyond the imagination. We feel the current limit
opportunities across the globe imagination and humanity, or fall into the possession
of “focus in I” any actual knowledge or create a model that goes beyond the
imagination of the concrete, such as the World Transcendent. The relationship
between those two worlds is not specified. When we look at it from the particulars
of any ideas beyond those limits appear to be in a group of cases from the different
variations of the absurdities of divinity, and all are either unlikely speculation or
belief in the existence of something. When, on the contrary, we look to the World
Transcendent or another of the group Abstraction beyond designata, the world of
the imagination of a particular subject is just one variable, one of many possibilities
of the Great Mother of emerging ideas. Thus, World Concrete can be seen directly,
that is real and probably also through the prism of All Imagination, as a condition
of temporary and uncertain. At the same time designata world outside may be
linked directly and closely with the real or from the detached, multi-threaded,
Array, speculative risky and the only likely or more or less feasible.

Concrete real Related to Transcendence

We're used to this dichotomy between the reality of World specific and
related Transcendence. Meanwhile, you can include all other possibilities:

Concrete real Probably Matrix
Instantaneous - Uncertain Related to Transcendence
Instantaneous Uncertain Probably Matrix

Concrete Reality is a strong suggestion, imposes through everyday experience
and the need for optimism, as the psychic energy for everyday activities,
determines the first choice. If, however, fly to outside and liberate it from these
factors, and other approaches have also become peers.

III. SCIENCE
The ERROR Illusion and CONFIDENCE
Philosophers doubt, in a characteristic manner undermine the obvious
conclusion. As a result, the senses become the instrument of experience, generally
the type of fraud or illusion. Thinking behind it is correct that the search of an
unknown substance of things arise imagine more true sustained directly from
Reality. That's it, all his reasoning, all of them, suddenly suspend the circle,
postpone them, send to devil, when we try to describe what is happening and how
to understand the world. Suddenly deprived of distance, not doubting in their
despair, they become confident, they see clearly. Learn the truth about his
ontological but not relate it to their own relationship: I and the World.
Meanwhile, the relationship of cognition is suspended, uncertain, ambiguous,
manyroads, Array, once: true and false. Runs counter to the logic, but the world is
not logical, the logic is a tool only for temporary use. How to pick, engine or
computer. We know that events can give the probability of its occurrence, when we
reason alone, we become arrogant, certainly burdened our argument. In fact, we are
constantly amazed, enthralled, not knowing to the Unknown, but at the same time
confident and arrogant discouraged. We like to swing in amusement park, the fun
and the grave at the same time, arrange and fall into destruction. We know that we
do not know, and we know that we know and yet we know all this, manipulate and
wait, what's next.
Each of our reasoning has two aspects: simple and complex. But when we
know, still further and deeper, looking back, we find that previously used a more
simple way of seeing the world, still maintains its transition date. If we look to the
future, in our ever more true discovering, we begin to realize that in the end it looks
like the past. The new road we will find a more comprehensive explanation, but
just temporary ordered to-date. Then we see our path as a spiral, still reeling circles,
climb up, we do not have hope that there is something more than just further down
the road. When we notice, we acquire respect to all past, even the simplest of ideas,
as legitimate and sufficient once, as is sufficient for us our present. We can only
talk about responsibility, about the fact that knowledge is for someone or
something or at a given time, more or less appropriate. In this sense, there is no
absolute truth, and the World of the Child, sensory impressions, image, thoughts,

all Human Theory and Practice, have a common denominator. The denominator is
a simple, personal reflection in bielive in his healthy senses, located beyond the
invisible boundary viability, the fact of being a being. Then turns to the necessity of
living in a group, and the valuation to the World Group, to rise above the die and
the ability of the individual and group deferred. This need is widely understood
ethics, what is right and what is not.

OUT OF IGNORANCE
Highlighting our limited capabilities, not on the depreciated intellectual
effort, scientists, educated people, pundits and practitioners of different professions,
all users handfuls contemporary achievements.
Attention to the fact that all successes are the result of systematic
ignorance, I address only our perception of the interval between the expectation
that it will be announced some deeper truth about reality, eternal and unchanging,
and which are the counter, actually evolutions sciences, where truth is relative and
is likely to lose their relevance in the foreseeable future.
Of course, the question arises where the perch erroneous claims, blind alley
science or other seemingly useless, the remaining effects of human activity. What
they are, they have already thrown in the trash of history Mental antiques ? Are
they the same as the rest of our ignorance? Are arranged as in a separate drawer,
that the computer is defined as, basket and mobile phones called Archive ?
Forgotten your waiting for a possible chance. While not at all be null and void. This
is due to the importance of structured activities prior to their classification as
unsuitable. In many cases it may be that the possibility of further potential use is a
matter of time, association or other appropriate for practice. For example, quantum
theory is much more complex than considerations such as the medieval devil is on
the tip of a pin. It is difficult today to imagine that a few hundred years will be seen
as the devils fingers. At the same time, if not scholastic monks exercise the
imagination, today's science could not fertilize, crossing the border dreams of
philosophers ? These Blind alley to compress and allow them to continue to live in
the historical archives to the potential use.
But what is happen when we go out even further, beyond the already
known, safe area bookkeeping?? and business plan of science?
First, the observation suggests that the area That we do not know is
greater than that which has already met. The word does not apply to the area of
space or time, a number of dimensions or of any size. The area is a potential

characteristics and properties. One might note that in this case the area is best
ignored and did not deal with him, because he does not have any meaning for us.
Like, for example, demand and effective demand, it is important, rather the second,
which is backed by a feasible option to buy.
If the lottery numbers were known, perhaps not at all I does not this
writing. The same is true with science, we do not know where he uncovers an
important future directions. Despite the apparent channel the perspectives and the
organization of scientific development and technology, still there are unexpected
returns and improved. Therefore, each area of potential characteristics and
properties may be of interest. Like the studies carried out on the entire population
of prevention in order to detect a small number of patient cases. In this context, it is
an area-oriented simulation and for speculation fithing future, probable or very
surprising new, drawers ignorance on the higher shelves of cognition. Statement
about the size of this region implies a method of penetration, not only as a
fluctuation of physical phenomena, but the alternative, generalized separate ways
and directions for further interest. You can accept the assumption of go out the real
world beyond the capacity of our building models, invent it yourself, or any
creative activity. So I man does it sound but not outside the local area. Where we
have assumed from our smallness. Accept that, in addition locally, everything that
we can imagine can be realistically achieved. Reverse way of thinking and the
belief that only some of our thoughts are true, go to the conviction that they are all
true, but only some of them are now beyond the reach of reality. This semantic
change draws attention to the size and potential functions of the real world beyond
our individual and universal opportunities, now and forever. As a result, even such
a state of consciousness does not satisfy us and we will seek further opportunities.
Manipulate all the elements of our prior and current knowledge, imagination,
confusion and feelings of people. Only thus can we engage the full potential of
everything, because even the great and difficult to comprehend the mass of
information is the proverbial Drop in the bucket to show the new field of
knowledge.
Secondly, we should dispense with the existing regulations of reasoning,
and above all the traditional logic. We can not simply just build new models and
move within them, using logic to examine internal consistency. What is needed is
the logic - the model, allowing for the existence of what had been considered
absurd. In the case of creating neologisms, we use, and other nonsense bornword,
which still runs in the end because of the richness of reality. Does not relieve us
from the obligation to specify the models honest, to distinguish them and noninstrumental treatment, or abandonment of confusion and chaos implemented for
immediate political purposes, the material or personal.
Thirdly, we should assume the existence of artificial intelligence, and
intelligence in the Universe in the universe, of eternal life, that is, the possibilities
of recovery and adequate running of our personalities, meeting at the time, that is

with us from the past and the future of our expansion is oscillating between
different states, allowing freer not true experiences collapse. Our traditional,
although modern achievements, and develop combinations there of, etc. It's not
about the truth of the courts but by the technique of training intellectual.
Fourthly, it should be in step with ethics as a form of exploration,
without disdain rooted, genetic or cultural barriers. Not to break, for knowingly
making or selecting a more ethical people predestined. Both the exploration,
development, and selection can not be institutionalized than the necessary measure.
Ethics should liberate us from the wider sense of cosmic loneliness, religious,
social, cultural, psychological and existential.
These are all reflections and predictions are at this moment, only
the outline, ideas, vision. The object of interest is the philosophical idea of ideas, or
as something that can not and never will be, will affect something you did not
imagine or falsely imagine. It remains to blackmail the lines of: And the worse for
our imagination because reality has a GOOD ? They remain as support for this
position, the memories of village elders, who did not believe that, on two wheels
you can ride, unless the devil is holding a biker. Remain educated, wise in its
modern times and is now silent, for example, criticizing Copernicus, Galileo and
others. Remain aware of the false conviction of infallibility, and the proximity of
some absolute truth, returning like a boomerang, the sin of the educated, ambitious
and arrogant.

POWER ignorance
The fascination with the idea that the truth will be known, the source of
power over the world, the ability to manipulate its elements, becoming a wonderful,
satisfied, bunkers and happy, is truly tempting. Over the last century we give in the
conviction that the development of science and the human mind we are able to
guarantee this. Take a close look at the basis of those beliefs.
Man appears on the background of nature as a unique creation. Same
comparing it with the monkey may be considered offensive. Despite this, the study
of physiology of homo sapiens does not indicate specific differences suggesting
separation from the world alive. Testing drugs on animals, the biological sciences
in the course of medical studies, the stages of human fetal development, are
examples of enabling our being linked very closely with all the surrounding nature.
Ability to think and its use, technical progress and cultural, can thus be regarded as
a characteristic inherent world as we know. After all, the observed differences and
privileged position in the hierarchy of organisms, may at any time prove to be

nothing worthy of an illusion. It does not matter whether our optimism, a kind of
conviction that this does not happen, we rely on the Rights of the divine, or Strictly
scientific ? If they fail, just once and for all disappear from our entire conceit.
When we look at rates, we stand on what we call planet Earth. We do not
know whether the change in its rotation, and orbital inclination of the axis will not
lead to total disaster. Looking at the sky, we see close objects, such as the moon
and sun, but also very long, which ran billions of light years. This allows you to see
them as distant history but in these distant galaxies is happening now, we have no
idea.
We assume that light is the best informant and did not have better. Limited
his speed, curvature of space, exceeding the expected entropy of our ability to
understand the chaos known from our daily lives, we are actually have big wall,
shut up and obstruction before the real world, hidden behind our limitations.
Knowledge, understood as set theory and its extensive grounds, is at a time
from scratch and converted verified by observation of facts which could not be
clarified at the moment. Still we are bulding, abandoned long ago with the ambition
of absolute. Satisfied with the relativity and locality of knowledge and
methodology that adapts new ideas, trends and ideas, provided that the assimilation
of earlier experiences already known, and their generalizations. Is a defining
characteristic of older developments, as special cases in the recent abstract
explanations.
The development of tools to explore and exploit the phenomenon is not
under the direct receiving them by our senses, indicates the limited scope of both
our senses and the tools. Since previously knew nothing about such as
electromagnetic waves, why are we now to believe that there are other, still
unknown to us the characteristics of the World? Unknown, countless Freaks future
of science?
These reflections lead to conclusions about all human knowledge, but rather
to Records of some vast ignorance. In this approach, the focus begins to shift is not
large, recognized and recognizable artists successive milestones of science, but the
unlucky nameless, known only to few, who never won the fame, and their failed
attempts, only confirmed the lack of relevant and useful effects on the test area.
They built the foundation for the positive and the famous â?? The narrow paths of
knowledge ????, pushing ahead a moment to recognize something as ignorance.
Our knowledge is the only deferred ignorance.
If, however, is so bad, why do we also feel pride and satisfaction with the
results achieved? What makes a good judge yourself? Why, despite the lack of true
knowledge, so much has been achieved?

We are beings who, first, do not have to do something real to see the
effects, they may do so in the imagination, develop as an artificial world created by
moving it into a book or other devices â?? Writers?? or using the information.
Secondly, regardless of what we build generalizations, theories and beliefs,
are in fact, inspired the positive results, we manipulate both the imagination and in
practice. These manipulations lead us to the practical positive solutions.
Thirdly, as a society, sync and coordinate efforts
in time and space, and providing knowledge (ignorance) between successive
generations.
Thanks imprints imprint on the environment and ourselves. Make the
transformation of local reality, can not fully understand how it happens and why.
Our evidences ignorance, plus a practical activity, building a quality, a path on
which we walk. Ignorance has become our strength and the famous. Know that I
know nothing, cornerstone of the causative stimulus, and energizing. We learn in
spite of everything, keep alive, expanding. Whether we focus on what we know or
do not know, we can even disputes and tensions build with ant practical diligence,
to forge his own destiny, to climb toward an unknown future.

REFLECTION (NO) and restrained
People do not have another reason to learn how their own reflection. She is
the only real measure of what is, what we consider to be true, what we accept and
what reject.
Scientific knowledge, belief in God, the other strong beliefs about anything,
are embedded only in the reflection. Regardless how this reflection is deep, it is
always and in each there. May be unconscious and did not appear on the meta level
reflection, which may not have thought that we have a reflection of reality.
Only the criterion adopted by us, which we consider to be the guiding value,
all knowledge hierarchy. But this value, and this hierarchy, determining what is
important, for example, that scientific knowledge is more important than other
means of insight into the world, are the result of our reflection. Besides her there is
no support for thinking, feeling, expression.

Personal reflections are discussed with the beliefs of others, the result is a
strong conviction about what is true, what is more important, what we consider
ours, and as foreign. Then the reflection is restrained, shall establish criteria to
confirm it begins to ignore the signals suggest anything different.
The most important of these signals are:
The possibility of a long series of events supporting repeatable rules that
suddenly stop and cease. Work For example, we may be involved in Local Reality,
which has its end or becomes profoundly transformed. This will be a catastrophe
beyond Space (Globe of Earth) or loss of intellectual abilities of entire societies.
Stop known to us the rights and abilities.
1.

Inability to grasp the phenomena of individual, unique, original, which,
although not to repeat is an important factor in the observed reality, such
expanding, beginning of the universe.
2.

Role for the causal relationships. We note, in addition to regularity, a
huge impact phenomena, events, random behavior, both on individual lots, as well
as the history of humanity, the universe. Reassured us the Gaussian curve, the
mutual abolition of the system or particular factors present, but only in the
phenomena, which imposes a study in which we reject in advance the elements is
right or not to the target test.
3.

Hence the proposal to replace a cautious and restrained reflection of
reflections. It is difficult to maintain in the precaution because the emotions and the
need for a sense of security being pushed toward what we understand. Philosophers
are constantly trying to knock out the other with a full sense of complacency, but it
is sometimes perceived as a lack of competence or a piece of malice. Hence the
proposed Homeland of the Imagination, as an instrument auxiliary factor to restore
balance.

HIDDEN STRUCTURE
Once you find the unknown in this area, when we exceed a record of
ignorance, we look boldly into the vast territory of what outside ourselves, then we
find the total darkness and emptiness. We have already learned from the experience
of previous generations, support a large and vast edifice of evidence, that the
darkness and emptiness are apparent. We know that beyond what is already

evidence something else. There is something real, something appreciable to
manipulate, are some unknown to us but actually existing structures. For their
discovery needs time, focused effort and will, imagination and a bit of luck.
Counting on the principle of continuing to build models of them, by manipulating a
real effort to focus on areas with higher probability of success. Going in the
simplification reduces to imagine that if something works in a small area will be
similarly greater. If something is true on a small model that behaves similarly to the
above. If we use small numbers to the larger principle of operation and allow for
proper conversion. For example, if the 5 +5 = 10 is when we imagine a number
beginning with a digit 1 and let us make her a very large number of zeros and
finally the number 5 is: 10000 .... 10000 .... 0005 + 0005 = 10000 ... 0010 get
digit number starting at 1 with a very large number of zeros at the end the figure 10
We believe that this principle will work for any number of zeros. Faith in Action
this principle allows us to construct models which, in our imagination are moving
to other, larger areas and we expect similar, analogous to the previously obtained
results. Since some of the border, the accuracy is confirmed, satisfied with new
theories, for some time, and then building a new, in a similar manner. The
disadvantage of such an action and thinking is something that recalls the serial
arrangement in a circuit. If, for example, the Christmas tree bulbs combine in this
way, it is sufficient that the gap to one and the whole system ceases to function. As
in the pattern of electrical connections, parallel connections are better, allowing the
system even if one of the elements is inefficient. Therefore, in science and in the
search for truth, we should rather a network of possible solutions, rather than rely
on the only right way. The theory of relativity, we fully highlighted that the
principle of continuation is not operates at high speeds. By changing the speed of
light mass and energy, and appearances continued understanding â?? the world to
slow not adapt beyond a certain limit of increase. It is expected that similar
restrictions will be encountered at each exploration. Therefore, network, or a team
of various possible solutions, can and should replace the principle of continuation.
Once we know what we're looking, and the goal is unknown, actually
existing structures, build in our imagination the whole structure. We like to be
extensive and simple at the same time, group them and they evidence. We can do
this using for the Clean imagination, not one man but all mankind, of all people in
where we can find something original. What could be hiding there? Much more
than the previous ideas about the world, the Universe, Wholeness. For example, we
can build a model image of God, who built the world as powerful, as it is, created
man, that is, put yourself in it, closed the structure giving the impression of
simultaneity, variability and intelligibility, it passes from individual to individual,
extends and manipulates time and space so that it sees itself in other forms, which
have already been or will be until, as the keys and looped in the virtual maze, he
finds himself reliving everything, every time different, in fact, lonely and scared,
all-powerful and unlimited, large and small, simply divine. That is why we have
consciousness and will, therefore, we discontinued our life or cause others to do it

for us. We return to the form of non-being or to be alive. Therefore, we find
ourselves in a neighbor, injuring others, condemn, and lined up his fists.
This is only an example and raised wandering imagination. If you
want to Strike in a more pessimistic tone, it is enough that in the chaos, a powerful,
inexhaustible and no imagination, in accordance with another image, created a
small vortex matter, random system, win the lottery, something that should not
happen at all, but the black centuries and centuries of multidimensional manyworld, emerged and one moment all is rigt, not only on the similarity of our spacetime but, strangely enough, unwittingly hatched a human being.
Is it true or false, indeed, are so crucial? Is traditionally understood
internal consistency and logic are not instruments of local World and limited, local
records? What is written here is just a simple simulation, suggestion, idea,
something that can be safely discarded into the trash and deal with really serious
problems. Not even worth to be indignant, because the No professional and little
originality argument are visible to the naked eye. The author himself is suspected
that there had never Lofty ambitions. Matter what the deal is not consistent with the
term scientific. Rather, it is thought composition. Note that the same approach to
the problem, so unthinkable could be key to understanding something.

PRIMACY OF THE ACTUAL WORLD
Imagine that everything we know. We know, as humanity, the fullness of
knowledge. We have the ability to manipulate all what I can. Want to be immortal?
OK., Abracadabra and you're. We live as we want, nice, a wealthy and without any
stress. At the same time active, engaged, healthy, full strength and motivated.
Better as the gods of mythology.
But such a state would give us the confidence that will never change?
Whether such control and continuously validated and monitored to control the
World, certainly would allow for quiet Eternal dream?
Probably not, because when I once imagined the possibility of
Transcendental World, we are not free from this, even if it's not confirmed its
existence.

This seemingly absurd notion allows us to realize that any product of
our imagination, our knowledge and understanding, are always subordinate and
subordinate REALITY. She decided and will decide our fate, her character can
always be unknown. So regardless of our beliefs, or depending on them, always
verify our real world activity, the reasoning and the future. Even if we assume that
each sentence is written here is true nonsense, then yes, more than a deep
conviction of others, the only final he will verifier, Real World, which roll on like a
steamroller.

OUR SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE - Assuming
MEET THE EXPERIENCE
Our scientific knowledge, providing the experience and knowledge to create
models based on repeatability and stability phenomena of the environment.
Deprived of this, we become helpless, lost in the chaos. So we can know only in so
far as the environment, and we ourselves will preserve some stability, constancy,
equilibrium, homeostasis. Deprived of this, we stand face to face with the unknown
and unrecognizable reality. Not without significance, therefore, is how the world,
we do not know what would happen, over time, or we will not themselves
revolutionary change himself or any other balance in the environment, and do not
call the state in which our knowledge and prove their skills too little to tackle such
a disastrous situation and the upcoming destruction. We can talk about our success,
the triumph of humanity, only until the reasonable rejection of randomness and
unknown otherness. This approach is not the fulfillment of another, which would
give rise to and subsequent reflection. It provides a proposal to the imagination,
visual and emotional excitement, an attempt to merge physic & spirituality.
We are facing something unknown, unfathomable, which will be forever
unknown and no end in greater depth. But we can not know otherwise as this in a
conversation with another man. It is something unknown in the concept of Infinity,
but a man is infinite. Still other people are also some unknown, inscrutable and
undefined. Created an analogy of man and the unknown world to us, the analogy of
experience that the unknown and our attitude towards this. The attitude should be
simple, honest and brave, face to face. So we need to be endless as to the unknown
man, looking straight in the eye and boldly leading the conversation. Only this
discourse, fair rhetoric leads us to further understanding. Not conducive We act
purely scientific, similar to know better someone sideways approach and perform
tricks, leading to: such undue, a positive result, allowing for impunity and free
manipulation of the whole reality. What is between us and the Unknown, recalls the
conversation. This conversation is not equal, the priority has always known. This

relationship allows us to approximate the truth also given us something. So it is
unknown to us and we said an unknown something. So we have access to the truth.
The unknown, Eternally unknown, there is something intelligent, which
allows for a conversation, if it was a community of thought, the conversation would
be unnecessary. Mind, may consist of two minds, one of them answered the call but
he is not talking. The second talks but did not necessarily hear the same thing as
first heard. The first thought in circumvention without communication. Is this just
cause, that our inner relationship is similar to the relationship with the Unknown?
Learned the language and concepts of consistency, although necessary and fruitful,
destroys or limits the uniqueness of the original, individual thought.

EFFICIENCY OF KNOWLEDGE
The nature of scientific knowledge is not determinative of one kind of
factors such as whether Induction falsyfikat. Its success determines generally
understood that the efficiency of knowledge that is meeting multiple criteria, and so
it is quite beyond our consciousness, which as a result of social prejudice the
practical applicability. This is not about simple pragmatism, benefit, or recognition
by the scientific community. On the efficiency of knowledge consists also because
of its historicity, randomness, suggestiveness, ethic, reflectivity, and many other
interactions with the wider sphere of social and technical environment and the
environment (eg, genetic addiction). This conglomeration of factors go to
practically implemented a path through the settlement, spontaneous coalitions,
cooperation, scandals, revelations, and common misunderstandings. Finally, at a
given time we have a general perception of distinctiveness of what science and
what does not. Attempts to establish criteria for the longer term appear to be devoid
of any justification, which of course should not cross their efforts to find them.
Like all knowledge, which undergoes constant transformation in the historical
process, so a reflection on more general principles of scientific method, such
changes will not be able to resist. Guiding principle should be because the relative
lack of permanent rules, flexibility and willingness to adopt something new, even
shocking.
Arguments to condition of scientific knowledge is of course correct. With
that in the era of computerization, we realized that the surplus (knowledge,
information and justifications) does not explain anything, but on the contrary, can
obscure the image and the reader's patience exhausted. Thus, the justification
should be clear that it has become clear, it is possible to know and grasp. At the
same time should be hooked in the existing knowledge, of course, to the extent

possible (eg highly original proposals, which depart from the earlier ideas), so
specifically in order to ensure it possible to classify a group of topics, such
branches of knowledge or idea. The same would be a profound revision process
currently used in scientific careers, and also significantly reduce the time and
atomic amount of information necessary for the presentation of significant ideas,
research results, publications, etc. The knowledge should be originality and
ingenuity, for resource messages already we have , and let the evidence, which
guarantees that we will not be doomed to follow longer paths cognition.
Knowledge and truth are therefore not only a goal but a process closely related to
the situation, accompanied live of biological and spiritual man, in his perplexity
and amazement over the World.

TRUE AND FALSE
The question that bothers thinkers for centuries is to determine what is true
and what is false. This question takes on a new word, if our imagination to change
related designata and beyond their borders. Similarly, if we are in the limits of the
mental model, or it will cross. Being in Nearby designata, our image and thinking
are closely related. Reality is then perceived clearly, and thus is in the area more or
less conscious of mental models. Experience and scientific methodology are only
becoming more complex processes of observation, verification of records and
explicit closeness designates. Directs us a sense of Obviousness and sense.
Truth and falsehood are the categories of internal consistency, compatibility and
formal consistency. Dates back only as far as the extent adequate to the reality of
mental model is adopted. There are so completely artificial or untrue. Are useful
and necessary, provide the necessary levels of our knowledge. However, have
limited scope of action, as saying that the point of view depends on the point of the
seat. In this sense, there are no absolute truths and falsehoods.
But when we find ourselves outside the designata or something stand up
our feeling. Obviousness, then build mental models, using the truth and falsehood
in another way. When a high level of abstraction we assume parallel thinking,
matrix, table, a feeling of truth and falsehood is a multiple of vacancies on guesses,
speculations and fantasies.
When changing our sense of Obviousness in relation to designata usually
reject the whole truth and falsehood of the mental model, which no longer
corresponds to our perception designates. For example, the confirmation of the
Copernican theory and its verification in the era of spaceflight, can not accept as
true the belief that the earth is flat and the sun revolves around it. However, under a

system of thought Berkeley's subjective idealism, one can imagine how God has
changed our vision and thinking about the world. Our sense of Flatness,
transformed, Sphericity and thus a sense of truth has been transformed. Similarly,
we can imagine the transformation of monads, together with us and the whole
world around us. The most serious allegation which, in fact, we put such a way of
thinking that his little practicality. Easier and simpler to say about the falsity of the
old views and new truth. If, however, turned out to be, for example, during space
flight or during therapy with a psychologist that you get tangible results in the
typical thinking of subjective idealism, or using monads of Leibniz, it immediately
took to the values of thinking in the mind of the universal truth.
Historical feeling Obviousness allow for distance and reflection on that
feeling. Since so many times deceived us, why now is to be "more true ? In
addition, you can put an equal sign between the historical feelings. Obviousness
and its current expression. Rather, it suggests that current or obsolete, and awakens
feelings of alertness, that they should be changed when confronted with the
important, legitimate premises to make such a change.

DEVELOPMENT OF A SCIENCE SPODZIEWNE
BENEFITS
The dilemma that the development of science can also include issues, which
shall be deemed to have little interest or outwith the area of interest of researchers,
there is no scientific arguments that would indicate the need for its omission.
Researchers at the moment or "?? take water in his mouth?? or give the original,
although the guiding nature of superstition, it's also encourages them to give up this
superstition. Their only argument is to have a stronger or not, money for research.
Someone who considers the so-called. urgent issues of modern society (it can be,
for example a group of scientists, bankers, military industrialists and bureaucrats),
you will not want to risk his money (in the end always limited) to serve something
that (he) considers valuable enough. Our dilemma is not so the nature of scientific
and sociological connotation only. As long as there is no spectacular acts or tending
to change the outcome of such an attitude in a group of decision makers, so long a
wide range of scientific problems is to hide the junk. Waiting for unusual sponsor,
particularly suggestive of the researcher, will last until the adoption of the
ungrateful, as it currently seems, to pass the tasks and bridges for the problems that
traditionally, a few centuries, we consider non-scientific or metaphysical (it is not
at the same time, only about astrology and voodoo but the vast area of potential
research into physical phenomena).

OBJECTIVITY, subjectivism
AND EXTERNAL FACTORS
If the subjective factors affecting the choices of methodology or researchoriented, we understand your preferences, strong suggestions about the nature of
aesthetic taste of the courts, metaphysical prejudices, desires, religious beliefs,
family traditions or the environment, and the external factors affecting a significant
impact on these elections, the outlook career or access to funds, it must be noted
that they are not in conflict with the desire for a fair representation of reality, that is
what is observable or unobservable. Presentation of the objective has the advantage
that it becomes easy for the great masses of people, allows universal
communication on the subject, but actually collide with the image of the subjective
perspective of individual participants in the communication, and their creators and
do not deprive the impact of similar subjective factors, such as a different aesthetic
or taste aversion to metaphysics, religious or social trauma. Subjective motivation
alone generally does not interfere with the finding of objective arguments, nor
destroys the scientific method or target. Only time, ending in the subsequent
confrontations and collisions, the author maintains the theory or its followers, the
ability or lack thereof, to interact with the larger objective multitude of
communication participants. Thus the two looks: subjective and objective, as
complementary, should be considered relevant, including the need to harmonize,
complement, interlacing, correlation.

SCIENCE AND NON-SCIENCE
Distinguishing the scientific method, which includes a set of accepted
concepts and methodologies to make spectacular discoveries and finding new,
progressive solutions, from non-science, understood as any other activity,
suggesting the existence of the aspirations and efforts (those from the non-science)
to know the truth and reality that the are doomed to failure. Considering only time
to date of what is called science, you must verify this approach. Since we do not
know ? Where we go and where go ? We can not prejudge the so-called. truth,
while the methods leading to it and the future performance or suitability of what we
do. The idea that the earth is flat, not in the cognitive elements, but a comparison of
the Copernican view of the concept of relativity teaches us now professed truths.
This is not a problem professed views and to move away from old ideas but the
possibility of using the knowledge for quite other purposes or otherwise. From this

perspective, there are no useless non-scientific, because everything is to be used.
Effort should be made only work and a new approach that provides utility. For
example, the old ideas can be used as a story or set of imaginings, and the
comparative statement. Similarly, in the form of positive knowledge, giving a
straight principles, theories and truth. Everything possible to create learning, or
explore. For example, fantastic images and stories may be the subject of cognition
as a set of creativity in the cultural creations of man, whether we consider them to
be true. True because these concepts are as an object of study.

ALWAYS MODEL
This is what we create through words (and thoughts are often the words), it
is not always reality, but only just some of its mapping. Words are just a model,
and their range of concepts is associated with a number of assumptions more or less
conscious. This assumption only to a certain extent reflects the reality, and thus is
only an adequate approximation to itself. Never outside Real World is not the same
as the World Conception. The latter create the only Our heads and is only a model,
an artificial structure, which we use depending on how it falls within a specific
realm of the imagination.
Assumptions are built the same as in mathematics. When we make an
algebraic action is necessary to assume that eg 1 = 1 and hence that there are two
identical things, the craft items. And this is really not. There are two identical
things. Although counting anything in the real world, such as another piece of
bricks, we know that they are not identical, our artificial assumption that these are,
let us count them. This is the appropriateness. We have a false model, and despite
this we are able to use it in practice. Nevertheless, scope of our model, no matter
whether it be mathematics, the scope and comprehension of words, or any other
area of interest will always be limited, and it can only to a certain extent, to a
certain limit.
Our head is not the whole world, regardless of if we wanted. Therefore,
there is the paradox of a tortoise and a runner, flying arrows, or webs Mobius.
Earlier assumptions terms of traffic, top and bottom are also only models, which
range at some point it ends. So even though we've never seen a round square is
such an absurd juxtaposition of words is only the initial assumption that the wheel
may not be square, pull back when these assumptions we can assume that it's such a
strange and impossible.

In LEARNING FUN
We can imagine computers or robots acquiring knowledge from huge speed
and a great volume. We have the idea of God, omnipotent and omniscient. Our
feelings and emotions are such that she is befriended by animals or even yearn for
the objects. Why, then, science, knowledge of mankind, would not be a form of a
nice, spiritual and actual activity? Form of communication across boundaries, for
various social groups, sexes, nationalities, religions and races? Available for all
volunteers, entertainment property. What prevents us? We are doing an attempt to
simulate the learning fun.
We have e deal at the beginning so that the above statements are true, that is
likely to be realized. Then, hypothetically, the factors that hinder us, for example,
paranoid define as follows:
First, the envy of researchers created by the barriers and the desire to
emphasize its uniqueness, or their vanity.
Secondly, the reluctance to simplify, achieved the synthesis of knowledge
and its overall presentation, so in the field, as well as between its specialized
branches, branches, objects.
Thirdly, the difficulty of establishing a common language of
communication, based on the functions they perform elements of reality, not their
meticulous description, the interaction and translate variety of specialized
terminology in this particular language.
Fourthly, the awareness of researchers that may be coincidental ingenuity
invested more important than labor input. Gain fame or make a remarkable
discovery if a layman may be lazy, whom something unusual goal to head ?
Fifthly, convinced of the need to exercise control over the who, what and
how to do, especially in such important matters that may affect the fate of all
mankind. Fruit ingenuity should not be in the wrong hands.
Sixthly, the local interests of individuals, social groups, nationalities and
countries located in contradiction with the general interest.
What would happen if Somehow These obstacles could be removed? If
suddenly or slowly Stiff structure and building of firm collapsed?

Begin to be Science fun ? Any intelligent and eager mortals might gain
access to knowledge creations the real scientists could become, only speculators
manipulating pure target, hardly earned knowledge.
Contrary to any suggestion, traditional science is not at all would be
forgotten. Constitute the most important cornerstone, the source of laboriously
augmented the grounds on which an individual user could manipulate the
information humanity. Would be fun while teaching and popularizing the form as
well as to persuade talented people and proclaimed their views.
New intellectual product, would have to be popularized and harnessed in
the global system of intersecting tasks, opportunities, encouragement, and obtained
satisfaction. A huge, interactive media, widely available and acceptable, it would
be fascinating and useful science of Game ? To realize this idea would plug the
next narrow specialists, both philosophers and linguists and psychologists. The idea
could come true for international cooperation, an enormous organizational effort
and with great effort the capital.
Traditionally understood right or author is right have been modified, and
the fruits of knowledge would become available, without prejudice to using themmakers and practitioners.
This vision, although today, unreal, is an alternative, this potential remains
untapped.

Strange MATHEMATICS
Always (eg your children) have insisted that two plus two is four, not
because you as the teacher said. Sure you can not always understand my
suggestion, and even more embedded in the statement of opportunities, but many
complex theories have their origin in a very simple assumptions. Similarly, when
we hear about the activities of infinite sets, not to mention , matrices, or almost
decreasing marginal utility, delights some may be apparent harmony and order,
which introduce the mathematical models.
I worried constantly thought of the teacher. Finally, unless I understood that
reality takes precedence over the theory, namely that every old idea can be replaced
by a new, different and so far, because each image, the model or theories are false.
We know this but we accept that this is false, for the sake of practical utility, be

regarded as truth. Mathematics then ceases to be an artificial creation, becoming a
tool for something. Like Alice in Wonderland, you can play with ideas about
numbers, manipulating them freely, changing the laws that govern them. I thought,
for example, the NWP, which is the largest conceivable number, such that the real
situation of humanity is able to serve, the vanishing numbers, those that are, but if
they will not be, and so nothing happens, the unknown numbers, which we know
are, but never will be known, etc. And though, perhaps for lack of time, not
necessarily function properly understand the principles of fractal or holographic, it
does not matter, because my math has broken taboos and insight into each new
model or hypothesis mathematically recognized, became more free. If, for example,
does not replace any large numbers, numbers, arbitrarily small, and we will not use
them without restriction of the current mathematical logic, the freely-created logic
of mathematical description of what today would be unimaginable, you will still be
difficult to achieve. But not holy pots and not for saints ? The math is like a
cookery book, we have recipes for many tasty dishes, but we can find new, giving
up almost completely, so far.

THINKING

Matrix And PARALLEL
(ALTERNATIVE)

Of course, it is not a simple matrix or parallelism. Thinking matrix does not
allow us to solve problems, responses and understanding of reality to the end of its
intelligibility. The matrix is open, it is characterized by ever-increasing number of
unknowns, which is always more equations than possible by us to solve. Therefore,
forced to self-limitation, compose simple systems of equations, we focus only on
the restricted number of arguments, creating models. Because our thinking is linear,
unable to grasp the multiplicity of events at the same time, extremely popular
reality piling it in simple diagrams. Becoming aware of the possibility of creating a
more complex matrix, allows the individual to shift attention, not only between the
phenomena characteristically linked in relationships of cause - effect relationship,
but also between modes of thinking, which allows for acceptance of an emotional
and sentimental at the same, individual individual, radically different, and even
conflicting views. Such thinking has its advantages, primarily increases the
possibility of manipulating the elements of imagination and reality, but also
disadvantages, because, Stirred in my mind leads to lack of precision and makes it
difficult to grasp and understand the information provided. On a scale of
knowledge of humanity, such a juxtaposition of different models is widely thought.
In each one of us, in a personal feeling. However, some views are accepted, others
rejected and never appreciated.

Naming things stems from the real, concrete objects. Word, which means
the object is a sign, symbol, which must associate with that object. We can say that
the real world is full of designata, or what it is called, and singling. The name itself
is actually designatum conventional. Language is established, inter alia, adopt rules
for determining designata in the community. But when we realize the conventions
of the phenomenon we can try to create its own language understood by few. A fun
word ? At “ka-what ka-are ka-you ka-do ka- ing ?” are an excellent example of this.
Similarly, in the Forces and special services, ciphers used for the transmission of a
particular person needed the information. When an elephant called ant this
sentence: a herd of ants have trumpets going to water, has a meaning. If we know
that we are not dealing with a lunatic or a foreigner is a mistake to easily read and
understand this sentence. Even if we are not prepared for such change words is
quite fast in the context of sentences, we can find in the true sense of expression.
So when I say that in their mounds, built up laboriously eliminate the giraffes pine
needles, we check easily the true meaning of the sentence. Pure semantics. Simple.
But why all this?
When someone is directed to his statement that we do in some order, with a
specific intention. There was an agreement to give the intention should be read.
Proclaim, please, please, we want to make the pleasure or displeasure. It is
important what others want us to do. True?
If we imagine that we are spectators of art, in theater, then we see at least
two planes of reality. The first is the dramatic thread, which is presented to us. It's
what moves us, anger, and what we experience, which basically affects our
emotions and feelings. Second, it is aware that after all this is not really happening,
that it's just art, the actors who have prepared their roles, who really are not angry,
not kill, do not have such great character and Mean as it might seem. That
awareness comes with age. Children who have not learned that Plane react
differently, throwing themselves onto the stage to save the endangered rabbit,
shouting flee , you watch it ? etc. It is wonderful to see her child, who reacts so, we
would like to have such a genuine sincerity in all adult men.
But that's not all planes. This piece after someone wrote, and we can also
try to write or imagine. What they think the playwright who wrote the drama?
Writing a screenplay writer, novelist, book and poet poem? Imagine that you have
different ideas, the writing is not like they created the text, make changes. Do you
wonder how on this or that scene would react reading, watching? If so, have at least
three planes. One is the idea that they want to communicate to the other, I assume
something in mind and want to pass something. Something lived, and knowledge
about other matters, it is something important to them and they want to have the
others. Share something. The second plane, a reaction implementers must take into
account whether what they write is "? What is to do ?” by the actors, stuntmen,
choreographers, etc. The third is the feeling of the audience listeners. As far as it

will coincide with the idea that they want to convey. Does the intended effect is
achieved?
And what will happen when the author falls into the idea of describing the
creative process of some other writer, confuse threads of his personal experiences
and intentions with what he wants create? If this writer hero, will be reflected on
several threads? And if the heroes of the movie screenwriter will for example,
couple in love with the script writers? How much will the planes? We see that there
may be very much, and when we see it, we will always have one, aware that what
we see is after all a fiction.
Well, we have a lot of planes on which we can see, we saw some movies,
such as advertising, comedy, Robin Hood someone says that they must always fire
spin their village as Robin Hood.
But so what, what does this have to do with us? Just so. Our poor think once
learned can not forget, he knows that everything he hears and sees what is
happening on many levels, you can not cheat with impunity and still expect it will
be just as naive to react to stimuli. Raises awareness of multi-dimensional and such
thinking. A thousand of films, I realize that I have seen it somewhere. On Cast
Away had a mixture of the eighth passenger Nostromo, eg. effects the falling plane,
but no friends of Robinson Crusoe, in conjunction with perestroika. On Gladiator
was the only truly original battle with the barbarians at the beginning of the movie,
then you have actually had to leave. These original ideas are combined viscous,
the various taste given slurry. Worst of all, that this impression is not only about
books and watched movies. It applies to real life, real relationships with others, in
which, willingly or not, behave in a way which you'd think: I have somewhere seen
or read about it.
So how do we communicate? Reading intentions, give thought? Do not
breed without a break for some A flat clichés while, be quickly and clearly
understood. Not boring after several conversations, because virtually everything
had already been forwarded by other talents. Do not look for some mindless,
complex originality. I think many would like to know the answer.
And so, what is meant, said or written, is also play. Play is not necessarily
intentional, but unavoidable, can no longer suitable or read the intentions of one
plane. Indeed, no one knows what brings the information, nor what is the intention,
given the many already known Scenarios. Everything, literally everything, may be
only a version, mistakenly expressed emotion or feeling.
How to deal with this? As usual, the ideas are different.
1. Openness and honesty. Calling things by their names, talking about what we
normally do not say. Getting rid of the feeling that someone who wants to use for

their nefarious purposes. Then the graft must be a bribe, touch by touch, caress,
friendship, love, love, sex for pleasure that sex, and if there is a need, you have to
say about them, and when someone else tell me about your relationship to this,
take no offense. Cut the conventions, customs, certain standards and what people
say. It's like a little meeting Two brains but with a little good will, intelligence and
honesty can imagine an agreement in such a way.
2. Tight curtain. There is no call. About nothing to talk directly. Say what the
environmental conventions bring, carry clear and understandable goals among
people with whom we dwell, to connect in the course of pragmatic goals. Always
have free choice and freedom in decision making. Put on professionalism, integrity,
formal, should not be judged, to pursue those targets that are available to quickly
reconcile with the loss of what unreachable. Peculiar, solitary, even when someone
is an independent, hedonism.
3. Misguided intuition. According to the principle that only the human stupidity
and the case can not be predicted. When there is something that can not be
controlled by anyone. Do not be born ambiguous intentions of the action happens
quickly, and if these are normal reactions, simple and straightforward. Is the case,
and we save one's life. We ride the train and start a conversation with a stranger.
We meet someone at a disco and we start to like him. Thief snatches purse and rob
us. React, giving up current. We look forward to or worry. Giving up impression
and keep it as long as possible.
4. Choice of one scenario. Despite the awareness that life and people write
different scenarios, choose one of them assuming that that is exactly satisfy me,
because I dreamed about it, because the person whom I met for such a match,
because that seems the most likely. Decides to choose and stick to it. In the case of
the profession, choose to be different, and again one and it remained with him.
React according to a script and learn how to partner â?? Role ????.
5. The combination of the investigator. Propose in the present case different
solutions. Check them. Explore the reactions of others, perhaps someone else has
already established a different choice. Be aware of everything, his head open and
ready for change.
6. Creative cipher. Invent their unique behavior, reactions and language. Create
something like the original language, which anyone with good will can be read and
thus to communicate. Same code does not add anything new but in conjunction
with other original ideas can produce a specific type to communicate, accessible
and understandable for the few.
7. The wave. Undergo skills and inventiveness of someone else. Live the life of
another person whom we trust, who is an authority, for example, provides plenty.

GETTING TO KNOW, OR ALSO WE KNOW
NOTHING?
Of course, we know that, but the models. Which is very helpful, checked,
allows us to exist and change themselves and the environment. Hence the
conclusion that our knowledge, though imperfect, flawed and difficult, it is
somehow appropriate, adequate, located in a coupling of Reality. Of course you can
give a comparison to rats which have undergone scientific experiment, locked in a
cage, after pressing the button is food. But it is clear that our relationship with
reality is not so simple. When I say something been manipulated, and if anything I
do.
It's better to come to terms with our situation, to realize the limitations and
instead argument to which model better, take all the blessing of fate, but only to
assess their suitability against time for something to translate some elements of
manipulation, once the other, closer or further shelves ?
There, wherever it is justification for doing so, especially when running outside the
realm of the imagination designata, we should build a network of ideas, while many admit,
even the seemingly extreme solutions. Do not be afraid of speculation, the absurd and
nonsense, and so it is our imagination, rather than ill would be overly exuberant. There is no
reason to believe that the Real World, the Universe, or size of coherent Worlds were so
limited, as our
Thinking (including them), even in the most energetic mind. Do not be afraid to ridicule the

ridiculous is only our arrogance.

We do not know the truth. Rather â?? We?? our thinking, and they are proving to be
more or less adequate in relation to reality. Depending on whether it will guide the designata
to abstraction and back or from the abstract to the unknown designata
(And possibly
back) are rules that apply at the same reasoning should be different.
Particularly when the latter method should not be guided by logic, or rules on conflict
behavior. Should rather avoid thinking and introduce an alternative bill similar to the matrix,
multi-faceted, multi Unknowns the alternative equations ? With that, we do not know a
sufficient number of unknowns and we do not know all the equations. Thus we have an
incomplete picture, consisting of elements like puzzle. We put him through a incomplete
picture. Do not worry about the truth, but only to supplement the whole picture, because in
fact when this approach does not seek an objective picture of the world but an objective
picture of the human capacity of imagining the Everything possible to imagination about the
world.

Indeed, the overall picture of the imagination is our luggage, a certain segment of the
potential of mankind which they complete, the greater its possible, alternative utility.
Usefulness is not expressed in the knowledge of the causal link, but in effect, impact, sow an
indirect approach used in conducting our thinking.

Mastering UNIVERSE
For example, you can imagine what conditions would have to meet,
Biological intelligence to control the known universe:
1.

It would stop the universe expanded

The universe should maintain its temperature or should it be warm, controlled
by, for example Collapse ?
2.

Should create additional universes, and draw from them the energy and matter,
to control their expansion and are not allowed to produce the conditions for life.

3.

It should be other universes conduct experiments with different â?? The laws
of physics and try to make better solutions for our area.
4.

As the development of life, should be controlled to create conditions for
settlement and development of life in later universes.
5.

Would create artificial worlds simultaneous verification of useful forms of life,
and only those useful for the transfer of the Universe.

6.

Genetic engineering, intelligence and other forms of storage or creation of
personality should be protected and checked several times before being allowed to
stay calm in the universe.
7.

When faced with another form, a captive of the universe from outside, you
must prepare the area and the method to transfer, escape, defend or attack a
particular mask and a simulation environment universes.
8.

All forms of intelligence to create the conditions for the development and
connection to the relevant universe, as far as their progress and their ability to
assimilate, and in case of failure to leave at the level of their capabilities, promote
and sustain the existentially.
9.

10.

All forms of intelligence must be able to verify all

combination of existing resources within the Universe, and store them â??
copies
personality?? to time indefinite.
11.

Should always be to seek and explore new Areas opportunities in
all available forms.

Records should be made of elementary particles, including those records,
matter of elementary and constantly looking for new and verify their existence,
12.

providing knowledge of the history and preservation of information.
You should always take into account that everything that only plans, already
exists, that
13.

is a known or not identified a form of secondary education level
intelligence, that should be kept constant faith in God, transcendence, and
unknown
opportunities, existing relationships with something not-known, especially in the
primacy
the highest and noblest tendencies in any form-understood and
Unknown.

IV. I -- The C L O W I E F
Coercion AKSJOLOGIC
Whatever we do, act, think, and even with a passive, always it is all saturated
with some valuations. Objectivity or subjectivity is only more or less emphasis on
the external world or internal to us, steeped in the absence of agreement with the
view of the way by other people.

Axsjologic being subjected to coercion, direct us, on the one hand positive,
altruistic desire to win respect, help and salvation of mankind, or on the other hand,
negative values, aggression, destruction, elimination of groups or societies, the
desire to grab the fruit of others labor.
Whether our daily existence is linked to intellectual work, simple work of
individuals or other forms of social activity, usually something pushes us towards
lofty ideals or low motivation, pushing toward harmony or on the contrary, the
destruction and degeneration. The motivation need not be explicit or unconscious.
Sometimes involuntarily displaced low awareness of our motives, usually by
finding some other explanation, and fooling themselves. However, deep in our
psyche lies settlements, apparently blurred background, something that is ground,
sometimes for a lifetime. Aksjologic coercion does not leave us, as a flywheel, the
driving force, impulse of focus, vector of our being (and existence). Our
understanding of the world is not dependent solely on us from acts of our will.
Since there is no pre-emptive thought the same thought or feeling the feeling of
pre-emptive or our consent before the birth, so what happens to us, being related to
us, knitting is our thoughts, affects us in a way unknown to us. And while you can,
focus to a causal link, look for the factors of this advance in our immediate
environment, biology, physiology, nature and society, they in turn associated with
more far areas gives rise to a further generalization. This world, in particular. Far
and as unknown, because we have no basis to believe anything about him, in a
metaphysical context, affects us in our thinking and behavior. Metaphysical world
passes us, and the relationship with him, although not to know, is some
relationship. This relationship can be called a conversation face to face relationship,
or association of transcendence. Idea of its absence, the silent world, is only to
escape from the imposing, obvious observation, the reflection that each of us can
experience.
Are our Id also contains a vector of evaluating, through something that
geological epoch, which lasted millions of years of evolution and selection process,
delayed somewhere in the genetic mechanisms, is brought in as cargo information
in the form of evaluation, vector, or something that indicates a certain direction.
Reception in our minds of the vast information available in the form of acts of will,
moral choices, remarkably similar in all humans, and perhaps in all living
organisms.

THE STORY OF GOD AND MAN
Reading the Old and New Testaments, I tried to run not only their thinking
and understanding of what is written there. Equally important were the feelings and

ideas. When you have combined the whole expression, treating them as genuine
and determining the real world, not myth or fable, created in a coherent overall
picture. In outline, it can be described as follows.
There somewhere, beyond our understanding of space, a very orderly world.
Is very old and has its own laws. We have no communication with him via the
material cause and effect relationships, at least in our time and our space. In this
world everything is not always successful, sometimes it comes to unexpected
situations or behaviors. Is less or greater catastrophe of colossal, exceeding or
comparable to all of our time and space, sizes. And this old world is doing
everything to save the Drowned ? Begin rescue operations. In this case, the
catastrophe occurred in consequence of the creation of individuals with undesirable
traits. The only salvation was a terrible separation area and allow us to reap the
maximum number of individuals. Individuals you should have collected as much
experience in the world, who crashed, and then their positive traits are drained from
the negative. With these good qualities, new, individual units, as a result of
belonging to the old world. How many features of the World will be used in
emergencies depends on the individual talents possessed and predispositions. The
main thing is fishing certain amount of positive qualities, while characterizing the
unit. So just because you can afford to develop these personality lives, in keeping
with a sense of identity, in keeping with the desired characteristics useful in the Old
World. Those who save us may not directly interfere with the process of
developing the traits between individuals, giving a sense of identity. Otherwise
destroy them, and do not allow for normal, useful development. It became
necessary to leave free will, without anesthesia.
He was a man who is himself pictured. He understood that the harmony of
the Old World is the closest Earthly mind of man induced the highest, noblest
feelings and emotions. Left only to inform about this important layer of life,
humanity, and to give comfort tormented by the negative passions and destinies of
people. Persuasive argument was the greatest gift of love, sacrifice his own life.
Voluntarily and without anesthetics. With full isolation, the harsh cruelty of the
executioners and the maximum humiliation in the eyes of his contemporaries. This
heroic act convinced few, but the rest felt the spiritual impact of additional Old
World. The idea was accepted and approved. Then evolved and continually subject
to change.
A man full of love was the son of the Old World, a unique unit and the
nearest in terms of psychological and intellectual. Such Individuals sometimes
appear. Usually not allowed, are not always endowed with charisma sets the
opportunity for wider impact.
People with information about the rescue operation, a believer in
redemption, shall carry out any manipulation of the trapped psyche. Did not reach a
solution, because their never catastrophic design them will not allow. Suffer

liberation after death. There and then develop or not, the skills and capabilities of
the Old World. Faith is telling the good news, hope and the expectation of a better
fate, and experience full happiness.

A SHORT HISTORY OF MANKIND
The old The world yearning of people to know, understand, explain.
Children's questions: what is it? And why?.
Change in the cosmic scale of space concerns swelling, increasingly
diverse ingredients, entering them into becoming other, new combinations of
connections and relationships. Created an ever more perfect, more subtle, more
durable systems, acquiring control of the outside environment. These systems
combine, interact, build new and larger structures. In implicitly, spurred by the
World beyonglokal.
Element in this structure, a subsystem of the important but not essential
role, is Homo sapiens. Responsive and sensitive, primitive and insatiable, creative
and destructive, is a visual link, flexible-body, tools, creative. Accumulated in the
whole of humanity, and information seeks to control groups of people and the
environment for external expansion. From when it appeared, still enter into a new
relationship despite periodic olds relations, called ethics or the law, frees himself
from their actions, recognize and analyze more fully, subtle, and not knowing,
however, is it going to.
Its handling capacity, locally in time and space, crossed, and departed
from the level of individual specimens of other living matter. With manual skills
passed in the imagination, the minds, which brings together the knowledge unit,
and their sum, also in the form recorded, beyond the mind creates knowledge, and
Human population is passed on in time.
The development process takes place with difficulty, and recalls the
heavy labor, and which are expected in the transition phase of a more conscious
symbiosis with the world beyond the locality. Different ideas and information are
constantly modified and re-bound in the whole, coherent and understandable.

Hallucinations INTELLECTUAL
Our thinking is not just a question. Departing for our Inside - External
World, the outside world, we learn from our senses. Thinking, this inner world of
senses. Obtain information visual, tactile, auditory, olfactory. So that the external
world does not give it to us, but come from the inside. Originally taken from the
Outside and processed in the brain, duplicate and deformed, and then again pass
through the ongoing brain activity allow us to their multiple sentience. Through
intellectual development, particularly speech and language, constantly or with great
frequency are subjected to a kind of workout, dog training spoken language or
written language. At the end of themselves, somewhere inside, they often say.
While we draw from the outside world primarily through sight, it is in the interior
are dominated by the language and inner speech. This gives the impression that the
thought is speech, but this idea is correct. Thinking is primarily concerned, what
counts is a vision of a visual, olfactory and taste, and touch marginally. Our
intellect is a relentless hallucination, the fact that trained, trained, organized by
language and speech. Language and speech are auditory hallucinations, a parent
today. Therefore, we do not hear voices and do not see ghosts. Auditory
hallucinations dominate everything, drove the other senses, dark of them cleared.
The other side of the coin, reverse curiosity of the World, is the fear about
ourselves. We may call this fear of death, survival and the desire to fight for
survival. This fear creates a doubt, what is good for us, and what is bad. Extends to
a person close to us, a group or society. A question about the survival of comrades,
dominates the intellect, sometimes silenced, in the form of reflection or cynical
considerations, can run out of curiosity, imagination, creative or destructive
madness of passion. The other side of the coin, the ethics, the counting of the
immediate reactions of others, taking into account anything that might threaten us,
the adoption of attitudes, including thinking, intent, context, feelings and emotions,
which become a shield, guard, safety. You can not with this release. We are
looking for truth, which is compatible with us, the people. Truth quiet, at which we
feel good. We do not know whether the path of morality, however, slows down our
aspirations, or even vice versa, indicates a more appropriate direction. Involved in
the bonds,
we follow to knowledge, and fairness. Varied between them, waves of different
fate, doing our human network of what is appropriate and true at the same time.

METAKNOW

When will we turn to our will, it sees that it is nevertheless our will. When
our rational thinking in the past, sees its irrationality knows that in the future will
also see the irrationality of the current thinking. Then it becomes clear that existing
and future rationalization is unreasonable. Our feelings and emotions are
momentary and at any time may be changed diametrically. Mental equilibrium
could be on the skids and loses its sober view. Collective efforts, often led by the
influential, a group of cheeky suggestive selfish, do not give much chance for real
orientation in the actual situation. So what remains? In addition to faith and prayer,
we have a personal reflection, congenital, genetic disposition and orientation, and
numerous cases and reduce the external variables. They all make up the unlikely
success, successful future and a unique genius. Weak and precious feeling better,
when they make the vote, raise the joy and happiness, and optimism and the Trust
can give you a warm colors and wake up to be adopted universally healthy
rationality, based on respect and temporal relevance. And by the way: if we have
the ability, or indeed a firm resolution to â?? Get out of this speeding train?? ?

LITTLE BIG WORLD
Our perception of the world contains within it a original sin. The suggestion
of a locality, the strong influence of our immediate environment, supporting the
belief that what is closest and then also gives us a completely unwarranted
speculation as to the most remote places or time. Even when described as
contemporary cosmological notion of the observable universe size 3 *
cm or
groups of galaxies to escape the model, it is seen as still unthinkable just to
describe what we know for example, using models to facilitate or elementary
particles. Our reluctance, and perhaps the fear of anything which we can not
directly control what we can not tame, and the unpredictable impact of freely
proclaimed views on psychology and human behavior, specifically inhibits the
speed of our development and understanding, not allowing the use inherent in our
minds of potential opportunities.
If we do a simple assumption that any idea of humanity, is a tiny
element of the whole, once the potential field of ideas and speculation opens up
disproportionately. However, if we imagine the possibility of this leap to a higher
level, to that which they invent, then we know our future in a very broad, even at
the time seemed quite unlikely. And these ideas can be found in each individual
prayer, and in the statements of people whose dreams, once unreal finally come
true, as in fairy tales, whose content in the era of computerization are real,

understandable and technically conceivable, ranging from children “wonderful
mirror” to “wonderful table” network ?
The image of our little world and, in particular the role leaves. Ethical
guidelines, as well as fashionable chaos is the extreme belief in full freedom and
free will, or lack thereof. However, neither we, the people, we can not make moral
choices, only the traditional sense of Free will as we can not decide that the born
moments or what we think, feel and even do, or given to us God's principles and
rules are not given to us once and for all and any changes or circumstances. To his
will, we have some important insights, but not so significant, and our reactions,
including those sentenced to death for the other, are in fact a form of limited
capacity, helplessness and powerlessness. We are in net in some great,
unimaginable System, in an ENTIRE, but we do not know what. Afraid of that, but
for a moment stilled in different ways, trusting and believing that, for example in
the WHOLE play an important role so that we will be informed in advance what to
do to survive, persevere, expanding, be well. Guided by this belief, we should not
give up something in which we are equipped. Abandoning the use of imagination,
gain nothing, and wanting to harness it to work we need to create a great line where
people (of all humanity?) That our imagination is not only a tool to manipulate,
deceive, and simple to use other people. In this approach, both understood each
faith, religion and different ideas, such as oriented materialistic, have equal rights.
All together, seen as completely detached from designata, are devoid of the
characteristics of conflict, as no rules scattered puzzle, although not matching each
other, may be considered as a starting point for any exploration.

SUBJECTIVE OBJECTIVITY
Usually, if something happens independently of our will, and we know what
is happening, we define it as objective knowledge. When we believe something, but
do not know if this is in accordance with the world objectively, we talk about the
subjectivity of perception. The problem is the inability to know the objective
without subjective perception. At the end of our subjective, strong belief, what we
consider to be obvious, our objective is building refinement things. In short,
objectivity is just another kind of subjectivity. For example, five plus five equals
ten. It seems that the objective accuracy. Whether we like it or not, whether a
longer time to live or just born, this regularity is always true. However, all
mathematics, including algebra, and hence the addition of a rule is subjective
invention man. It subjectivity created by others. This is irrespective of our will, but
only superficially, we really need to direct our willingness to accept this rule. Only
then is entitled to objectivity.

Our perception is always local. We realize that, apart from us is
something else. Some further world. So we see locally, on a limited basis. Simple
to travel to another city demonstrates the difference to us, which is further away.
Very difficult to assume that our locality is still synonymous with the whole, much
more than the universe, global, continuous vision of everything, including the
future and the past, including all features and functions of all, though this is not
manifested or potentially manifested . Therefore, imagine what it is as we move
bound our threshold farther. Knowing our imagination and develops, evolves and
expands our opportunities and horizons. Therefore, if our capacity to subjective objective in cognition reveal anything, it's just a local world. If they come out even
further, create a little bigger, a new, but only a local world. For example, are the
numbers that expressed in the form of numbers, very large numbers, are not able to
â?? Approach?? the idea of infinity. Thus, we study a number of local sets of
figures, and those big, bigger than the biggest, we imagine a kind of continuum,
although we are not able to either inspect or manipulate this. When the digit 1 takes
arbitrarily large number outside the local environment, with this assumption, we
may say that 1 +1 = 1, 1-1 = 1, etc. Similarly, we find, respectively, expressed the
laws of logic, eg 1 1 <=> 1,1 1 <=> 1, etc. When the number is too large, we can
assume that we are not subjected to manipulation. Similarly, the area between any
numbers. Doing them such fractions: 0.1 + 0.1 = 0.1, 0.1 , 0.1 = 0.1; etc.
So, what is it something that convinces us of the rightness of what
distinguishes the healthy from the mad man, an adult from the child, and Homo
sapiens from an animal? What is it we know that if something is not World
Objective? Well, we can lead this kind of thinking that everything living or
inanimate world is in constant loading Feedback ? Plants respond to light and
water, causing the animals to stimuli instinctive behavior, and we the people of the
complex set of external and internal signals. Participate in feedback, not only
between the external world and personal response, but also between our internal
footprint, an imaginary, artificial image, and our response. We are in the minds of
peculiar reality simulator, and we are with him in feedback. This feedback
mechanism was made independently of our will, for example, allows me to write
and readers read this and then manipulate that. This mechanism, once tripped, we
can not always work, and allows for the formulation of ideas. We can not know
without it, never will feel no sensation, did not we think otherwise. Therefore, it is
immaterial from this point of view, or will cut joke, or invent the theory of
relativity. So do not exclude the dual feedback ? Do not get rid of their subjective
objectivity. Do not stop to distinguish a truth from falsehood, whatever it was not.
We will always be Loop ? In this mechanism, and even when we try to true
describe it, and so we are gripped by double no free. Similarly, we can imagine a
mathematical model showing the possibility of our limited knowledge. For
example, if 1 is any natural number, which means the size of both natural and
arbitrarily large number outside the local area are:
1+1=2

<=> 1 + 1 = 1

,

2 â?? 1 = 1 <=>

1 - 1 = 1, etc.

(Locally)

(except locally)

(locally)

(except locally)

This dilemma, the absence of constraints and also the lack of imagination,
reality constraints, we have all the time, we carry it within us and we reduce to a
minimum. The reduction is based on the fragmentation of a locality, believe in a
collective sense of objectivity and the finding of a positive feedback, use it and
leaving only after the exhaustion of its capacity to acceptable, the expected level.
Therefore. Need is the mother of invention ? and point of view depends on the
point sit ? That is why Christ was crucified, Copernicus was ridiculed and
Giordano Bruno burned at the stake. And since then, could be maliciously say little
has changed, with the exception of course of action. So changed ? Not know ?
Today you can accomplish the same thing, to control the pace and directions of
development, stuck in the current collective sense of objectivity, without
interbreeding, ridicule or burning at the stake.

I ALSO AM WORLD
In this, the presented model now manipulations of reality, distinguished look
at himself. This view has a dual nature:
1.

Firstly, we feel and see, experience, hear, think, and this is direct experience;

2. Secondly, we feel, see, experience, hear, think, and it is a reflection, a model
of reality;
These two natures are merging, because while I see and I know that I see
something I think and I am aware of your thinking, I heard such noise and I know
that my body is serviceable hearing, etc.
It is this very feature a combined sense of subjectivity and objectivity,
watching himself, makes you perceive the external world, appears to be seeing as
our direct view, while it is only a model. When you barely regain consciousness, or
being in a dream, somehow we know that we are, we have some original, simple
message, an indication that although not manifest any activity, or are not running
the senses, we feel our existence.
This duality gives rise to profound reflections, gives a sense of depth and
mystery, can not look at the world as a simple set of things, events, thoughts.
Forces us to meditate on the mysterious nature. This special FIRST experience is
our primary, but only the simplest model, the first vague feelings of the outside

world, contact, contact point from which to begin our construction of the self. We
do not know each other well. We have only a sense of the existence of contact.
Politicians, rulers, managers of companies or institutions, people are
looking for effective ways to implement these intentions, always used the products
of human thought and imagination to achieve your goals. There is no indication
that this will change now or in the future. However, this does not limit the search
path to liberation from the influence of their interactions and approaching a point of
sustainable or subjective (in the sense independent of the target or unconscious
influence, or aggression, other) image of reality. This is a continuous process, a
specific act of will, which was accompanied by an intelligent, gifted with
imagination predators. Conservation of the tight vigilance, sensitivity to avoid the
pitfalls and mistakes in this connection, the search for ways of liberation from the
dependence of material, moral, social, is thus a permanent feature of all these
trends. So is some originality here, the behavior of these methods in secrecy, to
avoid confrontation and use Hidden langue ? second or subsequent agreements
plane hidden under the exterior. And that's just some of the techniques used in the
past and constantly improved to the present. Example being the Nicolaus of
Oresme, who 100 years before Copernicus preached similar ideas to him, and put
them to his sharp criticism. But this criticism was a real possibility of presenting a
completely new ideas. Acted in accordance with the applicable rule out media: No
matter what they say, it's important that talking ? He, too, smuggled in this way a
new way of thinking and still do not know what were his real intentions.
We assume that every kind of imagination is somehow adequate to the
reality, is it some reflection, reflection, sometimes less, sometimes more clearly,
once practically used, and another time remaining in the reserve, unused luggage
for later, if only for comparison.
This obviously does not prejudge that resulting from the practical side of
abstraction, from the fruits of our current science and technology to diverse forms
of culture (including religion), is a form of hypocrisy, something with a cold
calculation, first appeared in the history of mankind and should be denounced
depart . Nothing could be further from the truth. Do not have a negative character
or plaques Mendelv nor Moses, nor the modern physics, nor the New Testament.
Only when we think about it we should remember that the concreteness of our
thinking is apparent. If we take our idea of abstraction and descend to the concrete
guidance, recommendations or standards, they all belong to this kind of
imagination, which is entirely abstract. Between Moses and Christ as a man, a man,
and their mission from God is an invisible barrier. This barrier, which separates two
different ways of imagining the world. Without this amendment, no adjustment
duality keeps that up, we always commit an error. His word will be confusing the
concepts, thinking and the ability to create, develop our minds, explore new areas
of human possibility. Abstract world of imagination is not governed by the laws of
logic or restrictions on existing knowledge. Is entirely acceptable, all views are

acceptable and it is not mutually exclusive. In short, if one believes that God is, or
that he was not there, do not deny the other. Even if someone comes to mind, and
that God is, and it is not, it is also this view should be adopted. Everything will be
born in the abstract is like a new element in this puzzle, it may not fit the next piece
but must wait for the next and retry the new arrangement, yet abstract image.
When we follow from concrete to abstract, the image appears to be feasible
and practically useful, but we are locked in a certain limit. It derives from the
nature in which they were formed all living creatures, the organisms known to us.
Their emergence and continued existence must be accompanied by a stable and
within the repeatability of determination we are in a coupling with the environment,
create generalized knowledge but it may be, in addition to these assumptions,
completely false. The image appears to be stable and very valuable but it reminds
of the experimental cage rat in which somebody is constantly backing food after
the rat pressed the appropriate button. Even if we assume that alone, can clean and
quite by accident which originated from the chaos of nature, it still did not know
until the end of her character and we do not know how long on such principles will
be able to exist.

IF It is so well WHY IT'S SO BAD
If you are already aware of the possibility of thinking of alternative ideas to
create the grid, the matrix of ideas, which we do not antagonize, because there is no
contradiction between them, then why still create problems, we find each other, we
search for arguments in support of our motives and our views depressions
adversaries? Why the rush to fight the aggression and to view himself in the center
of attention.
People inherited from their ancestors a luggage behavior, peculiar hump,
which is not easy to neutralize. Descriptions of the behavior of chimpanzees, living
in freedom, show considerable similarities of human and social behavior of this
species. Need to live in groups where the greatest punishment is exclusion, the need
to comply with the individuals or groups of aggressive and dominant, the habits
that have continued impact on our thinking and behavior (as in chimpanzees). Does
not alter the pressure or level of education, or scientific methodology based on

experience, having to justify and repeatability of the phenomena studied. Need to
reckon with the group, habits of its members, often inhibited in the history of the
way to faster and greater development. Any new idea in science, from antiquity
through Copernicus, Galileo, or Einstein, was adopted by the then environment
science with great caution. So we have to overcome the barrier, dam, and even the
front line before it manages to get the box for ways of thinking, which is different.
Why is that? Because all our artificial, man-made environment, is the result
of collaboration, a limited principle of the weakest link. It all works, it comes like
clockwork, brings tangible, positive results, thanks coordination, specialization,
collective action. And where joint action can not be lawlessness, there is no place
for eccentrics, the originals. Must be guaranteed the ability to act effectively, and
that is in opposition to the multiplicity and diversity, freedom and all that what we
define as "jokingly?? Society uncoordinated movements ? Thinking, emotions and
feelings must be something to serve, must be consistent with what think, feel and
live the other members of the group. Individualism is tolerated only so long as it
does not harm the group. There are various groups and, if possible, you can find
something for themselves, but to suddenly come up and do something that goes
beyond the barriers? It's social death, exclusion, job loss, malice, mobbing, divorce,
ridicule, or other â?? Very pleasant experience from disinterested neighbors ????.
This barrier is probably the most difficult. She crucified Christ and destroyed the
other going straight and open path to a fully open mind and personality.
Factors aggression and loyalty associated unconscious behavioral cause
peculiar way of thinking about reality. Do not allow to leave thoughts or ideas of
abstract in the abstract. Produce a continuous emphasis on the practical side, and
forced to seek the following: as something you do not know, or somehow try to
imagine yourself, use the here and now? Therefore, the gods descend to earth.
Therefore, meet with people and give them concrete, practical advice. In this way,
free but not good for anyone ? considerations suddenly acquire a specific, targeted
relevance, useful, and finally as an integral part, are, even in the harnessed
aggression mechanism for individuals and allegiance to the group. Our truth, and
science, is the result of specific communities in which they are hatched, that child
aggression and loyalty within a given culture.
Barrier to freedom of truth may also be adaptive responses such as laughter
or fear. Having a sense of security, react with joy. Without security, in the case of
an emergency, every new call the reverse reaction, fear and terror. Laughter and
fear are two sides of same coin. The actual response depends ultimately only on the
mood and feeling that something we do not threaten.
When people â?? Hard to understand something?? but they have no sense
of danger behave freely. At it does not matter whether they are in fact safe. What
matters is the subjective reception and the response of emotional tension, or geared
to escape, or the opposite curiosity. Enough good association and memory.

Sometimes such reactions inhibit the possibility of learning, where science,
theories or ideas are not someone fall in had ?. When there is an unknown
direction in culture, there are on the agenda.
There is no such thought, idea, or a man you can not laugh, ignore or
humiliate. There is no protection against organized crime, malicious beaters.
Laughter is an unusual, strong arms, an effective means call the desired effect.

MAN, the exception OR REGULARITY
If we consider who we are, who is the man and all mankind, is irresistibly
impose themselves distinct currents, which can easily see. These currents directing
our attention to us, inside, or the whole outside world, the entire surrounding area,
give rise to views antropocentre sighted man, or vice versa as part of a
comprehensive built-in, larger systems. These issues are always aroused anxiety,
while willing to find answers.
Outlined trends are visible both in religious ideas, where a man is seen
as unique, gifted with special powers and privileges, such as Judaism or
Christianity, or as part of a larger, divine whole, in the religions of the Far East. A
similar dichotomy is noticeable when compared to the materialistic views, where a
man is nothing particularly highlighted, as part of nature, although at the highest
level of evolution, is born, lives and dies forever, in contrast to the idealistic views
that attribute to him a greater or lesser value, which gives a chance for immortality,
for example, or any other desired condition such as nirvana.
If we assume that some way, kind of skills given to us by nature, the
understanding of reality, or at least orient to what is happening, so to give yourself
something council is to have cause-effect relationships, regularities, building
hypotheses, ideas and theories, it is within the skills is allowed us to distinguish
factors that are important from the less important, until completely invalid. So
when we generalize the inquiry into the outside man, we can ask whether in the
universe, in its entirety, there may or Exceptions will only CORRECTNESS. A
consequence of this raises the next question: does the fact of the relevant factors, to
the invalid, empowers us to align exceptions = Important and Accuracy = Never
mind. And although at first it seems completely unauthorized alignment above, but
we can see that the proponents of anthropocentrism, as well as his opponents, in
fact cultivate such thinking. For the believer, really important is God and Man, that
exceptions to the Asian religions sometimes extreme form, take for example, that
the exception is everything, and regularity of the free expression of that exception.
Similarly, the materialists think, for the accuracy of this type of game, a kind of

puzzle, a kind of nightmare or hedonistic impressionistic, in which (we, as an
exception or the effect of regularity), we were entangled regardless of our will. Has
a beginning and an end, but certainly no deeper meaning, which is emotionally
void. Often under the influence of such views in many natural human emotions and
feelings, in the ordinary reflex, sizzling as â?? Melted lard ????. In fact, and both
sides seem to be locked up for part of Reality, overall inhibition in cognition, selflimited. Build a kind of perception of marginal unnecessarily.
Risk therefore declare that man is the exception and accuracy
simultaneously. And even something more, something like ? Without arguments ?
That the proposed abolition of the laws of logic is justified by the level of general
considerations, the high level of abstraction, ranging far beyond the world
designates. Limited to a man, so and not otherwise currently perceived, is apparent.
We need to look at the whole and decide whether the strength of the certificates as
we know it is sufficiently convincing. If the proposals are not satisfactory, you can
re-attack the rise, pointing to contradictions or missing items. However, since we
can do both with one example from the idealists, like the other, for example,
materialists looking eyes, look over these boundaries, he asks us to adopt a
presumption of the existence of a matrix whose elements are the two streams and at
the same time do not exclude that there may be more. Finally, any theory will have
weaknesses.
If you do not want to be a passive observer, you can make
serious steps, passing over those boundaries further away.
Presented way of thinking, it is best not to take too literally right
away, but taken as a construction of possible scenarios. However, it is taken
seriously the conclusions derived from it. This will result in a network of views
which may be beneficial and neglect, or push to the margins of the accompanying
negative emotions and feelings.

MORALITY ETHICAL
When there are many situations in life that had not occurred, while there are a large
number, to determine moral standards no longer a simple function. It is not only a
deduction, clarification of the earlier standards, but it starts to resemble the bill
argument. It is not usual in this system two or three equations with two or three
unknowns, but rather a bill or a hundred thousand equations with a hundred or a
thousand unknowns. Number of specific standards is necessary if very large.
Accompanied by the need to recognize the new situation, and requires the
formulation of standards then persuade others to their widespread use.

At the same time the variability of the social world of economic or social
situations is so large that the rate of occurrence of new situations, their creation, is
greater than the possibility of processing information about them. Finally we come
to a situation where the recipients or potential contractor of moral norms, are left
alone. They can count on to give them moral principles, or because someone failed
to communicate them, or no one even had time to formulate these standards.

MORAL DILEMMAS
Moral dilemmas create a kind of trap, compliance with the standards of moral
support or allow to be used by people who do not respect any moral principles. For
example, perjury in the court as we speak only the truth, multimillion-dollar civil
murder (the Holocaust) with a requirement to abstain and resist killing ( consent to
the death penalty is associated with the mass mourders ). One can kill, and others
absolutely not. Supporting rogue state politicians associated with the Economic
actors, while crude agree tax law from the fair. Requirement is not being
dissatisfied to customers even if such immoral to accept payment from sources
morally questionable, accept various forms of prostitution, graft, drug trafficking or
arms trafficking, etc., in accordance with the principle that money does not stink.
It seems that when people use the immoral moral rules to human morality,
it should be entitled to some kind of self-defense. Such behavior, which in other
circumstances would be immoral especially when their weight to the offense of
indecent is not great.
It is much more difficult dilemma is, when are violated fundamental human
values. Then moral judgments should at least part of the responsibility, and hence
the moral burden, imposed on persons or organizations responsible for the creation
of a situation or a lack of neutralizing such as when someone kills out of
desperation, hunger, distress and helplessness.

NA CONCLUSION

At the end we make some summary observations. If we look retrospectively
at previous history of mankind, we see that all engaged in the discovery and
progress within the framework of existing, modified or extended area of the ball
hurriedly imagination. It provides a protection zone, or outer layer of the area in
which they are subjecting to detail manipulation solutions.
It follows that each of our image or the future discovery, our capacity to know what
is not understood, can not go beyond that framework. In other words, we, the
people, we are a bottleneck, the main obstacle to the understanding of reality, even
for the determination of relative truth. Our future ability to survive and to avoid
external adversities, will depend largely on the quantity and diversity created in the
imagination of forms, structures and relationships. The history of humanity will last
as long as far as our imaginations outstrip the world who are with us. This amazing
trick, which is perhaps humanity has a chance to come, eternal life can only
produced in the biological inflation, as previously expanded rapidly spacetime
created a place for our cosmological world famous.
To generalize the previous contents of the final extract in the perception of
objective reality, a picture, which resembles the matrix impossible to solve in a
rational manner. Number of necessary action, unknowns, their comparability is too
big. On the other hand we are, with our attitude in this picture. The easiest way is to
indicate the two extreme attitudes:
1.

Displacement, rejection, reluctance to reality as seen,

2.

Addressing the dilemma by:

a.

simplification of reality, namely:

Â

systematic research,

Â

reference to some authority such as God, Nature, Ancestors, etc.

b.

comprehensive expression of reality, namely:

Â

art,

Â

speculation (including the game's imagination).

Intended suggestion here indicates the possibility of the use of various
speculations, sophisticated, aroused, but controlled, to include cognitive processes.
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